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Greeting 

Autumnatical ly  Yours  

This issue of the Prairie Wind welcomes 
Fall as Doug Florian did in his 
Autumnblings collection of poems and 
paintings: with all the crisp energy of a 
joyful tumbling run! 

News, interviews, columns and 
announcements – all are here to get you goin’ and growin’ 
and maybe even glowin’, starting anew as we traditionally 
do each September. 

Preview our October Illustrators Exhibit in nearby Indiana, 
opening Oct. 7. 

Read about and register for our Nov. 3 Third Annual 
Prairie Writer’s Day at Dominican University in River 
Forest. 

Learn to outline (or not), in Carmela Martino’s Writing 
Tips. 

Learn to punctuate by way of Brenda Ferber’s book review. 

Learn writer’s warm-ups, thanks to Mary Loftus’ Exercise 
column. 

David Jakubiak puts forth some necessary Writing Group 
elements. 

Karen Kulinski pulls back the curtain on Carolyn Yoder’s 
Writing History Weekend Workshop. 

Ilene Goldman introduces you to Illinois’ home-grown 
Kidslitosphere bloggers. 

Take heart and hope from Gail Piernas-Davenport’s 
writer’s journey. 

Link to the illustrator resources Louann Brown shares. 

Follow Tracey Daniels’ marketing suggestions. 

Continue to revise yourself with help from Carol 
Grannick’s insights. 

Visit Chicago’s newest independent bookstore. 

Peruse this Fall’s crop of members’ books. 

Check out the Sept. 15 Food for Thought gathering. 

Get a hint of what’s to come with Nunki Pelagus’ 
astrological forecasts. 

Finally, award-winning author April Pulley Sayre recounts 
her decision to self-publish her writing book. 

In AUTUMNBLINGS, Doug Florian wrote of “maple seeds 
turning brown, falling off, all falling down, like fallicopters 
to the ground.” 

Like Florian’s poetry, this Fall issue of the Prairie Wind, as 
well as SCBWI-Illinois’ upcoming year of opportunities 
and possibilities, evinces nonstop joy and leaps-and-
bounds movement. 

Happy Autumnbling! 

Esther Hershenhorn 
Regional Advisor 
SCBWI-Illinois  

 

from the editor  

Fall ing Into Place  

With this Fall 2007 issue, we’re marking our first full year 
of being an online newsletter. And I think we have a lot to 
be proud of. 

The contributions from SCBWI-Illinois members just keep 
on getting better, and this issue is a perfect example: 

Kate Rietz’s beautiful illustration, titled “Symphony in 
the Pond,” is a gorgeous piece of work, and we’re so lucky 
to be able to use it. It classes up the place, don’t you think? 
Don’t miss the other fantastic images included in the 
Illustrator in the Spotlight feature promoting the Oct. 7 
gallery show. Be prepared to be awed! 

Gail Piernas-Davenport’s account of how she became 
an author is both a delightful read and an informative 
piece about the journey to publication. 

With this issue, we get to know some Big Names in the 
world of children’s book publishing: 

http://www.intelligentlight.com/PrairieWind/?cat=1
http://www.intelligentlight.com/PrairieWind/?cat=29


Roxanne Owens of the Illinois Reading Council tells us a 
bit about herself and how she came to love children’s 
books in the Someone You Should Know column. 
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Kim Winters contributes a terrific piece under the 
Op/Ed section by asking a simple question: What are you 
reading? She gives us insights on Cynsations’ author 
Cynthia Leitich Smith and the Chicago Tribune’s Mary 
Harris Russell, just to name a few. 

Also under the Op/Ed section Carol Brendler takes us 
behind the scenes of the MFA in Writing for Children and 
Young Adults program at Vermont College. 

And not to be forgotten, webmistress Chris Vasilakis 
makes it all come together with just a click. 

All of this information is invaluable, all of it is free for the 
taking and all of it is produced by YOU, the amazing 
members who keep this chapter so vibrant. 

Thanks for a great year! 

Kate 

Il lustrator in  the Spotl ight  

SCBWI-Il l inois ’  Artists  Put  on a  Show 

 
Here’s a fantastic opportunity to enjoy the talents of some 
of the region’s finest children’s artists in one place at one 
time. 

Illustrators from Illinois and Indiana have teamed up for a 
special gallery exhibition to showcase children’s book, 
magazine and promotional illustrations the entire month 
of October at the Chesterton Art Center in Chesterton, 
Indiana. 

Some of the highlights during the opening on Oct. 7 
include: 

• 1-4 p.m. Participating artists will be on site to talk 
about their creative processes.  

• 2 p.m. Christine Thornton will give a presentation 
about conceptualizing and illustrating her book, 
Heading to the Wedding.  

• 2:30 p.m. Artist Larry Day will present his 
process for his 2007 Golden Kite winner, Not 
Afraid of Dogs.  

In addition to the onsite festivities, the SCBWI illustrators 
have offered their talents to create an illustrated alphabet. 
Individual illustrated letters will be displayed and bid for 
via silent auction all month long. Artists will have copies of 
their books on hand for personalization during the 
opening, as well as on sale all month long. 

Cover art is “Symphony in the Pond” by Kate Rietz. “Q is 
for Quartet” (right) is 
by Christine Thornton. 

E-mail SCBWI Chicago 
Area Illustrators 
Network 
Representatives 
Christine Thornton 
(chrthornton@aol.com) 
and Terri Murphy 
(murphystudio@sbcglo
bal.net) with questions. 
Visit the Chesterton 
Art Center for more 
information. 

http://www.intelligentlight.com/PrairieWind/?cat=10
mailto:chrthornton@aol.com
mailto:murphystudio@sbcglobal.net
mailto:murphystudio@sbcglobal.net
http://www.chestertonart.com/
http://www.chestertonart.com/
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Pictured from top left: “Cat Hats” by Kate O’Leary, “Living 
Waters” by Kathleen Spale, “Standing Up” by Tina Zemen, 
“Mr. Finchfry” by John Aardema, “Runaway Garden” by 
Jeff Ebbeler, Michelle Gladish’s “The Flashlight,” “The 
Earthquake” by Carol Koeller and “Vamp” by Terri 
Murphy. 

 

Tales  from the Front  

The Girl  from W.R.I.T.E.R.  

By Gail Piernas-Davenport 

Summers in Harvey, 
Illinois, could be 
brutal. The houses 
were built on slim 
city lots, making 
things a little close in 
the summer, 
especially since our 
house had no air 
conditioning. My 
sister Pat and I took 
advantage of the 
natural air 
conditioning our 
basement offered and 

http://www.intelligentlight.com/PrairieWind/?cat=26


read and played board games and card games with our 
friend next door, Donitha. 
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When I wasn’t playing, I wrote. Everyday I composed 
stories and plays on the big standard Remington 
typewriter my dad had brought home. And at night when 
the lightning bugs started to dance across our yard, 
Donitha and Pat would faithfully sit cross-legged under the 
streetlight and listen to what I had written that day. 

My biggest product was a book of adventures of Napoleon 
Solo and Illya Kuryakin – those dashing 1960s spy guys 
played by Robert Vaughn and David McCallum in the 
television show The Man from U.N.C.L.E. (United 
Network Command for Law Enforcement) and its spin-off 
The Girl from U.N.C.L.E. While I realized I enjoyed writing 
and being able to hold an audience captive with my 
writing, I didn’t realize at the time I was already a writer. 

Calling oneself a writer is such a bold thing. I mean, if 
someone asks a zookeeper what she does, all she has to do 
is point to the animals. “Aaah,” people will say with a smile 
as the polar bears swim. If someone asks a musician what 
she does, she can pull out her saxophone and play a 
familiar jazz tune. Even a rocket scientist can point to the 
space shuttle on the launching pad. Without a book, a 
writer has no identity in our society. 

So after a degree in urban planning and a 25-year career in 
public relations and marketing, I became The Girl from 
W.R.I.T.E.R. – Women Really Itching to Earn Recognition 
(from Publication). My mission was clear, but the target 
was hard to hit. I spent three years in the jungle of my 
dining room, training and writing to establish the right to 
call myself a writer, without luck. 

Then in 2003, I began working with my SCBWI tactical 
team (critique group code name: Pen Hens) on a new 
assignment. It was a picture book about the foods people 
eat for luck on New Year’s, but it had a fatal flaw—the 
grandmother solved the problem by locating the black-
eyed peas for dinner. Oops. Any editor would certainly 
shoot this manuscript on sight. 

The Pen Hens unleashed their arsenal and set me to work 
fixing my mistake, and month after month they listened to 
each new version. Like code being relayed over the wires, 
we tapped out the rhythm of the book, now called Shanté 
Keys and the Good Luck Peas. 

Finished with covert operations, 
I read the story wherever I 
could – the 2004 SCBWI 
retreat, our Southland Critique-
Nic and even the open mic at 
the McDonald’s Poetry Slam. I 
read it over and over again into 
my small digital recorder 
whenever I made changes. I 
realized then what I think many 
new writers don’t realize: You 
cannot write a story just for 
money. You have to love the 
story you hope to publish 
because it will be with you 

forever if it makes it to print. 

I loved Shanté. I felt good whenever the rhythm of the 
story moved across my lips. It reminded me of holidays 
and growing up in Harvey, but more importantly for 
teachers and readers, it had a message that cultural 
identity doesn’t supplant multicultural unity. 

Now I just needed to find an editor who loved it as much as 
I did. As a multi-cultural holiday story told completely in 
rhymes that end in the “eeze” sound, I knew it would take a 
special publisher to bring this to life and keep it on its list 
year after year. My hunt sent my manuscript to editors on 
the mean streets of New York without success. 

I finally achieved victory on my mission on Oct. 2, 2006, 
when editor Kathy Tucker of Albert Whitman & Co. e-
mailed me to say they wanted to publish my book! They 
had had the manuscript for 20 months, and while I had 
patiently been following up every few months, I was 
starting to feel like Adelaide in Guys and Dolls. Marry me, 
all ready! 

Assigned to editor Wendy McClure, we quickly developed a 
working relationship via e-mail. She and Kathy Tucker, in 
their astute professional judgment, thought the title should 
be changed to place it instantly in the holiday books. 
Shanté Keys and the New Year’s Peas. Great! I just didn’t 
want anyone to try and change Shanté’s name. We had 
worked together too long. 

I was floored when I asked Wendy which list the book 
would be on, thinking she would say Fall 2008 at the 
earliest or maybe Fall 2011 at the far end. “Oh, this is a Fall 
2007 book,” Wendy said in an early phone conversation. 
That gave my 90-year-old parents a good shot at seeing it 
in print, but it made my head spin. 

Wendy and I worked back and forth on the story (yes, even 
300-word stories need changes). Then she and Kathy 

 



Tucker decided that in addition to the three visits to 
Chinese, Scottish and Latino neighbors, Shanté needed an 
extra stop to search for the peas. She was going to visit an 
Indian neighbor who celebrated Diwali. I scurried back to 
the library for research. 

The accelerated printing schedule meant I couldn’t drag 
my feet. And the illustrator certainly wasn’t. Marion 
Eldridge was working at a break-neck speed. And as I 
received first pencil sketches, then proofs and, finally, the 
advance reader copies on June 14, I could see Marion got 
it. She had drawn a loving family and caring neighbors. 
She had brought Shanté to life. 
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All of this has happened so quickly that I haven’t had a lot 
of time to work on my next writing projects. I’m expecting 
a box of my books any day, I’m busy planning promotions, 
anticipating school visits and having fun accepting 
invitations to literary events. My real mission is just 
beginning, but my SCBWI training has prepared me well. 
The Girl from W.R.I.T.E.R. is ready for action! 

Chicago Heights author Gail Piernas-Davenport is busily 
creating puppets of the characters in her book to turn it 
into a puppet show for young audiences. Read more 
about Gail at www.gpdavenport.com. 

 

Someone You Should Know 

Il l inois  Reading Council ’s  Roxanne 
Owens 

By Janet Nolan 

On a lovely summer morning, I had the 
pleasure of sitting 
down with Roxanne Owens, associate 
professor at DePaul 
University in the Elementary Education 
Department, chairwoman of the Illinois 
Reading Council’s  March 2008 

conference, “Literacy: Unleash the Power!” and president-
elect of the IRC. I quickly realized she is Someone You 
Should Know. 

Prairie Wind: What hats have you worn for the 
Illinois Reading Council? And how long have you 
been involved with the IRC? 

Roxanne Owens:  I have been a member of the Illinois 
Reading Council for 20 years.  I have been the president, 
secretary and membership director of one of the special 

interest councils within IRC called ICARE (Illinois Council 
for Affective Reading Education), the secretary of the 
special interest group for College Instructors of Reading 
within IRC (CIRP). I also serve on the committee that 
selects the Prairie State Author of the Year.  This year I am 
the President-Elect and Conference Chair of IRC. Next 
year I’ll be president of IRC. 

PW: Illinois authors might not know much about 
what the IRC can do for them. Why is it important 
that SCBWI-Illinois members connect with IRC? 
 
RO:  IRC provides a direct line to teachers.  Teachers use a 
lot of books in their classrooms. Teachers buy a lot of 
books.  It is good marketing for the SCBWI folks to connect 
with IRC.  If a teacher likes a book, word spreads like 
wildfire. 
It also can help the SCBWI folks get a pulse on what kinds 
of books teachers need for their classrooms, what kinds of 
books appeal to kids, what kinds of books are desirable for 
children at various developmental stages. 

Sometimes newer authors and illustrators want to do 
school visits, but they aren’t really sure how to present in 
ways that will engage the children.  They might be 
wonderful authors and illustrators, but holding the 
attention of 60 fourth-graders can be a daunting 
challenge.  It would be interesting to set up some kind of a 
way for the authors and illustrators to be able to get 
specific feedback on their presentations from educators 
who could make suggestions on how to best meet the 
needs of the audience.  

PW: The IRC’s March conference is clearly a huge 
event, and the luncheon sounds wonderful. Can 
you elaborate on the purpose of the 
Author/Illustrator Luncheon? 
 
RO: I think it is very useful for teachers and authors to 
interact.  Just as it is helpful for the SCBWI folks to talk to 
and market their work to teachers, it is very helpful for 
teachers to have opportunities to talk to professional 
writers and illustrators.  In their efforts to make writing a 
meaningful experience for their students, it is great to get 
insights from authors about their own writing process.  
Connecting illustrators with teachers is a wonderful way to 
integrate the arts and literacy.  The luncheon is one of 
those opportunities where everyone wins.  Every attendee 
– authors, illustrators, and teachers – benefits from the 
interaction. 

PW: Could you share more about your role as an 
educator – as someone who gets future teachers 
excited about children’s literature. Was there a 
particular teacher or book in your life that lit a fire 
in you? That ignited a passion in you? We would 

http://www.gpdavenport.com/
http://www.intelligentlight.com/PrairieWind/?cat=27
http://www.illinoisreadingcouncil.org/
http://www.illinoisreadingcouncil.org/
http://www.illinoisreadingcouncil.org/conference.html
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love to hear a little bit of your background if you 
are comfortable sharing it. 
 
RO: Here’s more than you’ll want to know. . . My mom 
was a Chicago Public School high school teacher and later 
an elementary school principal.  She constantly brought 
me books from her school library – so I’d have to say that 
my love of reading definitely started there.  She seemed to 
have an innate sense of what books I might enjoy, and so 
my memories of reading when I was young are very 
pleasant.  I think I felt especially cool when I was in 
elementary school and would be carrying around books 
that were from a high school library.  I remember being 
especially fond of The Phantom Tollbooth by Norton 
Juster, A Tree Grows in Brooklyn by Betty Smith and To 
Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee. 

As much as I liked reading, I didn’t see myself as someone 
who would actually ever want to TEACH reading.  I would 
see my mom sitting on the couch every night grading 
papers and preparing lessons, and I resolved that being a 
teacher was WAY too much work and something I’d never 
be interested in. (Though I was not above making 
suggestions to my own classroom teachers about how they 
might be able to help the struggling readers in our class: I 
remember telling my sixth-grade teacher that the kid 
sitting next to me seemed to have difficulty reading orally 
because she ignored punctuation marks and that if, 
perhaps, the teacher allowed the child to highlight the 
punctuation marks before reading aloud, it might help 
her.  I don’t think the teacher took my suggestion.) 

When I met with a high school guidance counselor to talk 
about picking a major for college, she looked at my list of 
volunteer activities and suggested that since almost all of 
my volunteer experiences were with children, that perhaps 
I might want to think about teaching. I assured her that I 
was not going to be a teacher.  Too much work.  A couple 
years later, I had to pick a course to fulfill a college general 
requirement, and I picked “Education and Society.”  I 
found that I was fascinated with the whole process of 
schooling, of education, of teaching and of learning.  I also 
realized that I had the potential to be a good teacher and 
that I actually was willing to work that hard. 

After finishing my Elementary Education degree at 
DePaul, I taught junior high for eight years in Chicago.  
During that time, I worked on a Master’s Degree in 
Curriculum and Instruction with a specialization in 
Reading at the University of Illinois-Chicago. One of my 
UIC professors, Dr. Eugene Cramer, invited me to join 
IRC.  I’ll never forget the first time I went to an IRC 
conference.  I couldn’t believe that I was standing in the 
same room with some of my favorite authors and 
illustrators.  That’s Lois Lowry RIGHT THERE, standing 
right there a few feet away!  That guy over there just won 

the Caldecott, and he signed my book!  I was awestruck.  I 
have attended every IRC annual conference since that 
time. 

Eventually I completed a doctorate in education at UIC, 
and I took a job teaching at DePaul.  I’ve been full-time at 
DePaul since 1992. I teach Reading Methods, Children’s 
Literature and Intro to Professional Practices in 
Education.  I miss having my own classroom of children, 
but I still am able to spend a lot of time in schools.  I also 
feel that helping new teachers to receive the best 
preparation possible is an important mission. 

I try not to use too many clichés in teaching my students 
about the importance of reading and using real books in 
their classrooms (as opposed to exclusively sticking with 
textbooks) – but the clichés are true.  Reading opens 
doors, it provides kids with experiences they might never 
have in real life, it shows them possibilities, it brings them 
pleasure, it challenges them, it enlightens them, it engages 
them, it comforts them, it amuses them.  I also think that it 
helps children to learn important concepts – academic, 
social, emotional.  It connects them with others. 

The other thing I emphasize with my students is that it is 
wonderful, fabulous! to have their own old favorites. They 
should definitely share those old favorites with their 
students – but they need to constantly seek out new 
favorites.  They need to be aware of new authors so that 
they can grow as readers and share those new favorites 
with their students. 

PW: Did you attend last year’s Prairie Writer’s 
Day? What did you think of it? And do you plan to 
attend this year’s event?  

RO: I do plan to attend this year’s Prairie Writers Day. I 
attended last year and enjoyed it very much.  

I don’t foresee myself ever working on a children’s or 
young adult book, but I admire people who do have writing 
and illustrating talent. So it was a great experience to meet 
and talk with the SCBWI members. I’m excited about the 
networking possibilities and other partnership ideas IRC 
and SCBWI members may propose! 
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Writing Tips  

To Outl ine or  Not  To Outl ine? That  is  the 
Question 

By Carmela Martino 

My students often ask:  “Do you outline before you write?” 

The short answer is “no.”  However, it’s not always a 
confident “no.”  Some days I think having an outline would 
be more efficient than my current, somewhat messy 
process.  

My middle-grade novel, Rosa, Sola, started out as a short 
story based on an incident from my childhood.  When I 
decided to expand it into a novel, I felt I didn’t need an 
outline – I already had the story’s core and characters.  I 
also knew where I wanted the characters to be emotionally 
by the end of the novel.  I didn’t consciously plan the new 
scenes I needed.  Instead, I closed my eyes and let the story 
play like a movie in my mind.  Scenes and dialogue 
somehow sprang forth from my imagination.  Occasionally, 
the movie screen went blank, though.  At those times, I 
asked my main character, “What happens next?”  If I sat 
quietly and listened, she usually told me. 

I found this rather unstructured process fun but also a bit 
scary.  What would I do if it stopped working?  Those fears 
were allayed when I finished a complete draft.  But then 
the real work began.  The draft had lots of problems, 
including a major subplot that simply didn’t work.  I 
revised over and over and over.  I cut the subplot 
altogether and then revised some more.  I created new 
characters and eliminated old ones.  I kept chipping away 
until the novel finally felt “right.” 

Looking back on how long it took to get from short story to 
finished novel, I thought, “There has to be a better way.” 
I’d read an article called “Blood from a Stone” in which 
award-winning children’s author Jennifer Armstrong 
describes her writing process. Originally published in the 
September/October 2000 issue of Horn Book Magazine, 
the article is now available online. In “Blood from a Stone,” 
Armstrong describes the “enormous amount of planning 
and calculation” she goes through before she begins to 
write. She refers to making “outlines,” in the plural. 
Having read and admired both the novels Armstrong 
discusses in the article (The Dreams of Mairhe Mehan and 
its sequel, Mary Mehan Awake), I thought: “If I could 
outline and plan the way Jennifer Armstrong does, then I 
would write wonderful novels too, and in less time!” 

I decided to try Armstong’s approach with my next project, 
a contemporary young adult novel.  However, things didn’t 
work out quite as I expected.  When I tried to outline the 
novel, I had plenty of ideas about what could happen.  Too 
many ideas.  I didn’t know which events would make a real 
difference in my main character’s story.  Or even what 
order to put the events in.  

I switched to working on character sketches like those 
suggested in many writing how-to books.  Again, I didn’t 
get very far.  How could I know my main character’s 
personality traits without seeing how she behaved in 
specific situations?  I was in a Catch-22:  I couldn’t outline 
without knowing my characters, and I couldn’t know my 
characters until I saw them in action. 

But in “Blood from a Stone” Armstrong says, 

“When I write a thing, I write it with 
deliberation.  There’s a lot of machinery at work 
when a writer is composing paragraphs, and it is 
– or should be, in my opinion – the workings of a 
conscious mind.” 

When I couldn’t figure out how to write with “a conscious 
mind,” I began to doubt myself as an author.  I thought, 
“My one published novel must have been a fluke.”  I 
seriously considered giving up writing. 

Then I came across a rebuttal to Armstrong’s article 
written by award-winning young adult novelist Nancy 
Werlin. (Werlin’s most recent novel, The Rules of Survival, 
was a finalist for the 2006 National Book Award for Young 
People’s Literature.) Werlin’s article, “The Subconscious 
and the Writing Process,” is posted online. Werlin, who is a 
technical writer by day, says in her article that the “plan-
in-advance” approach “paralyzes” her. She describes her 
process this way: 

“I’ll do only just enough to get started, because I 
know from experience that I do my best thinking 
while writing.  Outline?  Never!  I generate logical 
progression organically, from shifting and 
shaping the actual material as I work and get 
ideas.” 

What a relief to read Werlin’s words!  If she could write 
award-winning novels without outlining, then maybe I 
could too.  I went back to my former writing process, 
which, as it turns out, is sort of a cross between 
Armstrong’s technique and Werlin’s.  While I don’t create 
an outline, I do make a list of possible events and any other 
ideas I have about characters, setting, etc.  I also freewrite 
about my main character’s internal struggles and how I 
want her to feel by the end of the novel.  I record this 

http://www.intelligentlight.com/PrairieWind/?cat=11
http://www.hbook.com/magazine/articles/2000/sep00_armstrong.asp
http://www.hbook.com/resources/authorsartists/shoptalk/werlin.asp
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information in a three-ring binder with sections labeled 
“Characters,” “Plot,” “Setting,” “Theme,” “Calendar,” etc.  I 
update the sections as the story evolves. 

Using this process, I finally completed a draft of my young 
adult novel.  As with Rosa, Sola, this initial draft still needs 
a great deal of work.  I may, in fact, end up throwing the 
whole thing out and starting over.  But I’m learning to 
accept that this is just part of the process – or at least part 
of my process.  

So now when students ask “Do you outline?” I never give 
them the short answer.  Instead, I explain my process, 
emphasizing that each writer needs to discover what works 
for her or him.  As Carol Grannick points out in this 
issue’s Revise Yourself column, a writer’s methods may 
even vary from one manuscript to another.  And that’s OK, 
too. 

© 2007 Carmela A. Martino 

Carmela Martino is the author of the middle-grade novel 
Rosa, Sola (Candlewick Press), which was named to 
Booklist’s “Top Ten First Novels for Youth: 2006.”  She 
has an MFA in writing from Vermont College and teaches 
writing classes for both children and adults.  She is 
presenting a one-day introduction to the children’s 
writing market at the College of DuPage on Feb. 2, 2008.  
For more information, visit the “Programs” page of her 
website: www.carmelamartino.com.  

 

Critique Group Tips  

Five Elements  That  Make a  Solid  Group 

By David Jakubiak 
 
When a fellow SCBWI member approached me about 
joining a critique group she belongs to, my reaction was 
simple: 

Sweet! I think. 

After all, there I was, a twenty-something, unpublished 
rookie scratching to get past a pile of form letters that, if 
shredded, could have mulched the entirety of Morton 
Arboretum. 

And there they were, established, respected, Published 
Authors, a group that had been active for about a decade-
and-a-half. 

I figure I felt something like the high school kid who gets 
approached by a guy in a hat after pitching the game of his 
life, you know, and when the guy says, “Hey, kid, my 
name’s (insert hall-of-famer here) I’m here scouting for 
(insert kid’s favorite team here).” 

Except, in that fantasy the hall-of-famer rarely follows up 
his introduction with: 

“Well, just think about it and let us know,” which, if I recall 
correctly, is pretty close to what she told me. 

And she was being honest, because none of us actually 
knew how things would work. 

Why? 

Well, as I mentioned this was a tight group. They had had 
members come and go through the years, but none had 
been quite like me. 

For example, if 40 is, in fact, the new 20, at the time I was 
invited to join the group I’d have been in middle school. 
Every other member of the group, well . . . they would have 
cast ballots in a few presidential elections. 

Not to mention, I was also going to be the first man in the 
group, the only unmarried member of the group, the only 
nonparent in the group, and certainly the only member of 
the group who knew the rapper Common’s legal name 
(Lonnie Rashid Lynn). 

Well, we tried it out, and here’s what has happened since I 
joined. We’ve sold at least four books and at least one 
poem, which isn’t so bad for a group with five regulars. 

I’m also no longer unpublished, in my 20s, unmarried or 
childless. And this fall, when my infant son starts 
attending meetings with me, I’ll no longer be the only guy 
in the group. 

So, what has allowed it to work? 

Here are five elements that have made our group a success: 

Respect 

I never felt like a rookie in my group. Since my first 
meeting I’ve listened and been heard. My writing and my 
opinions have been welcomed, and I’ve been honored to 
listen and learn from other members. We’re all writers. We 
all share the goal of getting the most of our talent. 

Commitment 

http://www.intelligentlight.com/PrairieWind/?cat=15
http://www.carmelamartino.com/
http://www.intelligentlight.com/PrairieWind/?cat=12
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Every member of the group is committed to the group. 
What this means is that even I don’t have something to 
read the day of the meeting, I attend the meeting. If I make 
a suggestion to another member and she adopts that 
suggestion, the least I can do is be there to listen to the 
revised draft. When you are committed to a group, you are 
committed not only to your fellow group members, but 
also to their work. 

Comfort 

Every writer wants to be read, but few things are as 
daunting as pouring yourself into your work and then 
opening that work up to criticism. For a group to be 
successful the fear of sharing needs to be eliminated. That 
way, even if things don’t go as well as you hope, you’ll be at 
the next meeting. The best way to create this comfort is 
with member stability, choosing a location to meet in that 
every member feels good about, and being honest with 
each other. 

Don’t be afraid to stray 

Every time my group meets I know that I’ll have the chance 
to talk to my group about the craziness in my life. They’ve 
been married, they’ve raised children, they’ve dealt with 
holidays and car accidents and sickness and loss and, well, 
writing can be a lonely profession. I’m never lonely at the 
group. 

Trust 

I would put the word of my group up against that of any 
editor or agent in the industry. This is key. My group helps 
shape my work. My group shows me things in my writing 
that even I don’t see. My group helps make my work better 
than it would be without them. 

Brookfield writer David Jakubiak was raised on the 
poetry of Shel Silverstein and A Tribe Called Quest. He 
writes picture books, middle-grade novels, a weekly hip-
hop column for the Chicago Sun-Times, and stories about 
cancer research for Clinical Oncology News. In April he 
added the title of full-time dad to his résumé. E-mail him 
at david@davidjakubiak.com. 

 

I l lustrator  Tips  

From Cornfields  to  Cyberspace 

 

By Louann Brown 

Living in a small Southern Illinois town, I enjoy the 
isolation of rural life. I listen to bird songs while I write 
and sketch in my journal. Our town has just one fast food 
joint where every kid worth his salt has served a stint 
behind the grill. 

The town marked a milestone recently: They installed our 
first stop and go light. It’s one of those fancy ones with 
three colors – red, yellow and green!  Although I don’t 
know every adult in town, I’m pretty sure I’ve bought 
something from every child who has ever peddled any sort 
of fund-raising product within the past 30 years. 

When I began my transformation from elementary art 
teacher to children’s writer and illustrator, living in rural 
isolation proved to be a stumbling block.  Luckily, I was 
able to connect with two SCBWI groups, one an hour north 
and the other an hour south. I also discovered several 
websites that dealt with issues beginning illustrators face: 

• How do I begin? 
• What can I learn about processes other illustrators use? 
• What can I learn from professionals in the field? 
• Does my work measure up? 
• What do I need to know about the business of 
illustration? 
• And how can I recharge when my battery runs low? 

Listed below are my “pick sites” for beginners.  I hope it 
offers some direction to those of you who are just starting, 
whether your home is nestled between dusty bean fields or 
shaded by glittering skyscrapers. 

Start here! 
These sites are great places to start.  The advice is simple, 
sound and relevant. 

mailto:david@davidjakubiak.com
http://www.intelligentlight.com/PrairieWind/?cat=13
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Yellapalooza 
You’ll find good basic information especially if you are a 
writer and illustrator. Site includes: creating a dummy 
book, types of illustration used in books, as well as 
information regarding submitting manuscript packages for 
writers and illustrators. 

The Purple Crayon: Illustrating Children’s Books 
Children’s editor Harold Underdown maintains this 
informative site for illustrators. Site also includes up-to-
date information about editorial changes at publishing 
houses. 

Editorial Zone from Shannon Associates, LLC. 
Illustrator Representatives 
“You only get to make a first impression once… so do it 
right.” 
Advice to new illustrators includes: “What to put in the 
portfolio,” “How to present your work,” “Do you need to be 
published to have an effective portfolio?” and “Once the 
portfolio is ready, what is the next step?” 

Christina A. Tugeau, Artist’s Agent 
Series of fabulous articles on a wide range of topics of 
interest to illustrators including: “What a Character,” “The 
Artist Agent Team,” “Perfecting Your Portfolio” and more. 

An Illustrator’s Guide to Writing and Creating a Picture 
Book 
By Meghan McCarthy 
Not only does Meghan cover the basics but includes 
paragraphs about the gutter, text placement, the cover,  
pacing, page layout, end papers, front matter and size 
considerations. 

 
H

Ted Arnold, Illustrator 
Scroll down to access Ted’s “Step by step look at how I 
illustrate.” He details his watercolor process using images 
and description. 

Illustrating a Picture Book by Amy Meissner 
Amy has a useful page complete with her dummy sketches 
and final color samples, appropriately titled, “Illustrating a 
Picture Book” 

Children’s Books Council 
Click on CBC magazine to access “In the Artist’s Studio” for 
interviews and images from a select group of published 
illustrators. 
(Bonus: Access the current addresses of publishers from 
the “members” section.)  Also included on CBC’s site are 
archives of past articles featuring many illustrators. 

Jan Thornhill 
Author-Illustrator-Designer 
Jan’s step by step pages are educational. In “Over in the 
Meadow,” she details how she created a baby crow using 
prunes, carrots, cheese snacks, garlic cloves and a yellow 
button … (and the computer)! 

 

Illustrators’ Blogs 
I’m amazed at the number of illustration blogs that have 
popped up recently.  Visiting my favorites is like taking a 
break with knowledgeable colleagues who love to show and 
tell. 

A Girl Who Creates 
Creative blog of children’s book illustrator Holli Conger. 
Holli does digital painting, clay illustrations and found 
object illustrations. She richly illustrates her blog and often 
shows step 
by step 
processes. ow Did They Do That? 

I never get tired of seeing other artists’ work as it 
progresses from sketches to finished illustrations. Blue Rose 

Girls Group 
blog: 
Although 
not all the 

These 
sites give you a peek over the illustrator’s shoulder to see 
how they move an idea from sketch to finished product.  

http://www.underdown.org/illustrating-for-children.htm
http://www.editorialzone.com/industry/graduate.cfm
http://www.catugeau.com/articles/articles.html
http://meghan-mccarthy.com/illustratorsguide.html
http://meghan-mccarthy.com/illustratorsguide.html
http://www.geocities.com/Athens/Delphi/9096/author.html
http://litsite.alaska.edu/akwrites/desert/illustrate.html
http://www.cbcbooks.org/
http://www.cbcbooks.org/cbcmagazine/meet/archives.html
http://www.janthornhill.com/
http://www.agirlwhocreates.com/
http://bluerosegirls.blogspot.com/
http://bluerosegirls.blogspot.com/
http://bluerosegirls.blogspot.com/


members are illustrators, all are connected to the 
children’s book industry. Check out Illustrations in 
Progress by Anna Alter: “What can you do with an old red 
shoe?” 
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Andi Butler’s Blog Pages 
Our very own SCBWI-IL member, Andi has some great 
stuff to show and tell. It’s like visiting a good friend and 
sharing useful information over coffee and chocolate! 

Anastasia Suen’s Links to Artists Blogs 
Anastasia’s illustration blog links are an inspiration. 
Warning: This list can be addictive! 

Illo blog by Michelle Lana 
Michelle shares her journey and introduces you to several 
of her favorite illustrators. 

Ginger Pixels Children’s Book Illustration Blog 
I’d love to meet Ginger, she’s a real source of information 
and an SCBWI  “Pass -It -On” type folk. Her blog is loaded 
with her work, finished and in process. She’s a regular 
creating for Illustration Friday. 

Picture Bookies 
A collaborative blog by a group of professional picture 
book illustrators 

 
How Does Your Work Measure Up? 
These are great places to check out the competition. Don’t 
be intimidated by all the wonderful things you’ll see. Let 
them inspire you to perfect your submissions! 

Picture-book.com 
Picture book is an online portfolio source for children’s 
illustrators. Search by keyword to find diverse topics like 
“wolves,” “summertime” or “artsy.” Can also search by 
agent (artist’s representatives) to see who is representing 
what kind of art. 

Children’s Illustrators 
After your eyes are crossed from looking at portfolios, let 

your left brain read through the interview pages with 
industry professionals.  Many are interviews with art 
directors! 

Folioplanet.com 
This site has numerous online portfolios listed by style and 
media. 
I like to compare my work to other illustrators who use my 
style and media. Nice to see if your work measures up or 
has something unique to offer. 

 

The Business of Illustration 
The business end of illustration is somewhat demystified 
with the help of the following sites: 

Living the Creative Dream 
A series of journal entries from June 2004 to 2006  
detailing Holli Conger’s journey promoting her 
illustrations for children. 

Lines and Colors: How to Display Your Art on The Web 
Includes two good articles:  “How not to display your 
artwork on the web” and “Finding a web hosting provider” 
both by Charley Parker, a web designer, illustrator and 
cartoonist. 

Illustrator Group Soup 
Don’t miss the link to Astrid’s “Great Ideas for Self-
Promotion.” 

Creative Freelancer’s Online 
Provides specific information about fees and pricing 
guidelines. 

Children’s Literature 
Useful list of publishers under Events and Related Sites. 

Predators and Editors 
A useful site to check out whether an unfamiliar publisher 
or agent is legit 

Children’s Illustration Agents 
Patricia Cahill provides a list of links for children’s 
illustration agents. 

http://www.blog.mrsbillustrations.com/
http://www.asuen.com/blog.central.artists.html
http://www.mitchlanaillustration.blogspot.com/
http://www.gingerpixels.blogspot.com/
http://www.picture-bookies.blogspot.com/
http://www.picture-book.com/node/16
http://www2.childrensillustrators.com/
http://folioplanet.com/Illustration/Childrens_Book/
http://www.livingthecreativedream.com/becoming.html
http://www.linesandcolors.com/how-to-display-your-artwork-on-the-web/
http://www.illustratorgroupsoup.com/blog/
http://www.freelancers.com/webaffil/priceguide.html
http://www.intelligentlight.com/PrairieWind/www.childrenslit.com
http://www.anotherealm.com/prededitors/
http://www.phylliscahill.com/greatsites/agents.html
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Inspiration 
Whether you’re the only illustrator in a 50-mile radius or 
one of a cluster of like-minded individuals, at one time or 
another you’ll need to recharge. Here are some my favorite 
sites for “revving up”: 

Illustration Friday 
Illustration Friday is a weekly creative outlet and 
participatory art exhibit for illustrators and artists of all 
skill levels. It was designed to challenge participants 
creatively. Illustration Friday gives a weekly prompt 
designed to spark your creativity. Good place to visit when 
your well runs dry! 

Marla Frazee’s Studio 
Visit Marla’s darling studio, where she sheds more insight 
into several topics including: tools and techniques, 
portfolios, thumbnail sketches, characterization and color 
studies! 

The Monster Engine 
Illustrator Dave takes children’s drawings and brings them 
to life! New: A movie where Dave tells about his project 
and process. 

Creative Postcard Club 
A group of professional designers, illustrators, design 
student and creative types from around the world 
correspond through postcard creation. Post card designs 
are based on a single varied assignment. 

On My Desk 
Artists, illustrators, designers and other creative folks 
share the stuff on their desks! Relieves the guilt of my 
cluttered work space. 

Louann Brown is a member of the Springfield Scribes and 
is the SCBWI Downstate Illustration Rep. E-mail her at 
mamalou@hotmail.com 

 

Writer's  Bookshelf  

Recommended Reads to  Hone Your Craft  

By Brenda A. Ferber 

A Dash of Style: 
The Art and Mastery of Punctuation 
By Noah Lukeman (W.W. Norton and Company, 
2006) 

You’ve studied up on plot, character development, even 
voice. But have you given much thought to punctuation? 
Noah Lukeman has, and he’s written a practical book on 
the subject that every writer should add to her bookshelf. A 
Dash of Style is separated into three sections: The 
Triumvirate (period, comma, semicolon), Into the 
Limelight (colon, dash, parentheses, quotation marks, 
paragraph, section breaks) and Proceed with Caution 
(question mark, exclamation point, italics, points of 
ellipsis, hyphen). Within each section, Lukeman begins 
with clear rules of usage before highlighting the creative 
potential of the punctuation marks and providing 
examples from many acclaimed authors. He then relays 
the dangers of over and/or underuse and finishes up with 
helpful exercises you can use with your own writing. 

In one chapter, Lukeman shows how playing with the 
placement of quotation marks can alter the pace of your 
writing or create a different feeling: 

“I love you, don’t you know that?” he said. (standard 
usage) 
“I love you,” he said, “don’t you know that?” (creates a 
short pause) 
“I love you,” he said. “Don’t you know that?” (creates a 
longer pause) 
He said, “I love you, don’t you know that?” (creates a 
feeling of revelation or finality) 

In the chapter on commas, Lukeman shines the light on 
the various ways we can use this most flexible punctuation 
mark. You already know the comma can provide clarity or 
indicate a pause, but have you considered the omission of a 
comma as a creative tool? Omitting commas can speed up 
the pace, show a character speaking in a hurried manner, 
create a stream-of-consciousness feeling or help the author 
deliberately gloss over something important. 
  
So you see, this isn’t simply the grammar you learned in 
seventh grade; this is punctuation for creative writers. 
Have fun with it! 

http://www.illustrationfriday.com/
http://www.marlafrazee.com/
http://www.intelligentlight.com/PrairieWind/www.themonsterengine.com
http://www.intelligentlight.com/PrairieWind/www.creativepostcardclub.com/home.html
http://www.on-my-desk.blogspot.com/
mailto:mamalou@hotmail.com
http://www.intelligentlight.com/PrairieWind/?cat=14
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Deerfield author Brenda Ferber’s first novel, Julia’s 
Kitchen, was published by Farrar Straus Giroux in 2006. 
She is currently working on her second middle-grade 
novel, Jemma Hartman, Camper Extraordinaire, to be 
published in 2009.  

 

News Roundup 

October Is  National  Book Month!  

Compiled by Tabitha Olson 

Great Lakes Booksellers Trade Show 
When: Sept. 28-30, 2007 
Where: Renaissance Schaumburg Hotel & Convention 
Center in Schaumburg 
Educational theme: The World Is Not Flat. “We chose 
our theme this year, not to deny that there are global forces 
of homogenization at work in culture and the economy, but 
to bring attention to a concurrent truth: Significant 
differences exist in culture, business, and individuals. They 
provide identity and interest. We can embrace them, and 
we can profit from them.” Visit their website to read more. 

Peter Sís at Center for Teaching Through 
Children’s Books 
When: 2-4 p.m. Sept. 29, 2007 
Where: National-Louis University, 5202 Old Orchard 
Road, Skokie, Third Floor Public Forum Room 
Cost: Free, but seating is limited so a reservation is 
required. RSVP to CTCB@nl.edu 
Peter Sís is an internationally known artist. Here, he will 
discuss his memoir, The Wall: Growing Up Behind the 
Iron Curtain. This event is targeted toward college 
students, teachers, librarians, and young adults interested 
in art, politics, and Eastern European history. Not suitable 
for children. 

First Annual Kidslitophere Conference 
When: Oct. 6, 2007 
Where: Radisson Hotel, Chicago O’Hare 
Cost: $40 
Both kidlit bloggers and kidlit authors will be invited to 
attend. The schedule is still in process, so check Robin 
Brande’s website for updates. 

Midwest Literary Festival 
When: Oct. 6-7, 2007 
Where: Historic Downtown Aurora 
“As a celebration of the written word, this free festival 
offers a wide variety of activities for the whole family, 
including over 50 authors, book signings, panel 

discussions, readings, children’s area, food vendors, wine 
tasting and much more.” Children’s authors scheduled to 
attend are Megan McCafferty, bestselling author of the 
Jessica Darling series for young women, and Amy Krouse 
Rosenthal. The author roster is still growing, so check the 
website for updates. 
There will be an all-day writer’s workshop on Friday, Oct. 
5th, at North Island Center, 8 E. Galena, Aurora. At least 
three agents from the Browne & Miller Literary Agency 
will be available for manuscript evaluations and one-on-
one pitch meetings. Cost is $130, and click here for a 
registration form. Click here for a workshop schedule. 

ILA Annual Conference 
When: Oct. 9-12, 2007 
Where: Springfield 
The ILA Annual Conference is attended by librarians, 
trustees, library assistants, educators and others interested 
in libraries. This is the third-largest state library exposition 
in the nation. They represent 3,000 librarians from the 
state’s public, academic, school and special libraries. Visit 
their website for more information. 
 
Teen Read Week 
When: Oct. 14–20, 2007 
YALSA has announced the nominees for the 2007 Teen 
Top Ten Books. Teens may vote for their favorite books 
during Teen Read Week. Visit their website for more 
information. 

Chicago Humanities Festival: The Climate of 
Concern 
When: Oct. 27–Nov. 11, 2007 
“The 2007 Chicago Humanities Festival will examine the 
implications of perhaps the most important long-term 
issue facing civilization today: the specter of global 
environmental and ecological disruption.” Philip Pullman 
is scheduled to appear in the “Wonder Cabinet” program, 
which is a science series that successfully debuted in the 
festival last year. 
To read more, go to their website. 

Day of Reading Conference 
When: Nov. 3 , 2007 
Where: Holiday Inn Select Hotel and Convention Center 
in Tinley Park 
This conference is for librarians, special education 
teachers, school/district administrators, members of 
literacy or instructional teams and the like. Featured 
speakers are Alex Flinn and Jim Burke. Visit their website 
for more information. 

Chicago Latino Book Festival 
When: Nov. 10-11, 2007 
Their website is currently under construction, so check 
back later for details. 

http://www.intelligentlight.com/PrairieWind/?cat=20
http://www.books-glba.org/tradeshow.php
mailto:CTCB@nl.edu
http://www.robinbrande.com/1st-annual-kidlitosphere-conference-rsvp-list/
http://www.robinbrande.com/1st-annual-kidlitosphere-conference-rsvp-list/
http://www.midwestliteraryfestival.com/
http://www.browneandmiller.com/
http://www.midwestliteraryfestival.com/forms/app_writersworkshop_2007.pdf
http://www.midwestliteraryfestival.com/writers_workshop_schedule.html
http://www.ila.org/events/conference.htm
http://www.ala.org/ala/yalsa/teenreading/teenstopten/TTT2007.pdf
http://www.ala.org/ala/yalsa/teenreading/teenstopten/TTT2007.pdf
http://www.ala.org/ala/yalsa/teenreading/teenreading.htm
http://www.chfestival.org/fallfest/index.cfm
http://www.dayofreading.org/
http://www.latinobookfestival.com/
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Children’s Book Week 
When: Nov. 12-18, 2007 
This year’s theme is Rise Up Reading! The CBC has 
materials available to promote this week, any events you 
might have scheduled and encouragement for kids to read. 

Anderson’s Bookshop: Children’s Author Visits 
Sept. 14: David Lubar, 6:30 p.m. in Naperville 
Sept. 17: Jerry Spinelli, 7 p.m. in Naperville 
Sept. 21: Mark Teague, 7 p.m. in Naperville 
Sept. 22: Judy Moody Day, Naperville 
For more information, go to Anderson’s website.  

Quill Book Awards 
This is a literary prize, sponsored by Reed Business 
Information and the NBC Universal Television Stations. 
Readers, booksellers and librarians place their votes, and 
the nominees with the most votes wins. The 2007 
nominees have been announced and can be viewed at 
www.thequills.org/ 
The Quills Voting Board, consisting of librarians and 
booksellers, may vote between June 18th and Aug. 31st. 
Consumers will be given the chance to vote between Sept. 
10th and Oct. 10th at www.quillsvote.com 

Kimberly Colen Memorial Grant 
This grant is available to both authors and illustrators who 
have not yet published a children’s book. One grant is 
given to a picture book or book for early readers (K-third 
grade), and another is given to a book for older readers 
(fourth grade and up). Applications are accepted between 
Sept. 15-Oct. 31, 2007. For grant applications or more 
information, visit SCBWI. 

Writing Contests 
Delacorte Press First YA. For writers who have never 
published a YA novel. Applications are accepted between 
Oct. 1-Dec. 31, 2007. The winner is announced around the 
end of April. For submission guidelines and rules, go to 
their website. 
Children’s Writer – MG Adventure. Write an adventure 
story, up to 1,200 words and submit between Aug. 1-Oct. 
31, 2007. Winners will be announced in the March ‘08 
issue of Children’s Writer magazine. For the entry form or 
further information, go to their website. 

Save the Date 
SCBWI New York Conference. This is one of SCBWI’s 
national conferences. The event is in February, and 
registration begins mid-November. Slots fill up quickly, so 
check the website around the beginning of November for 
more information, go to SCBWI. 
IRC – Literacy: Unleash the Power. This event will be held 
March 13-15, and registration forms will be available fall. 
For more information, go to the IRC’s website. 

Websites/Blogs of Interest: 
http://www.nelsonagency.com/faq.html#7 
http://www.jacketflap.com/ 
http://www.alphadictionary.com/slang/ 
http://editorialanonymous.blogspot.com/ 
http://pubrants.blogspot.com/ 

Chicago author Tabitha Olson writes middle-grade and 
young adult novels. She first began writing at 16, when a 
zealous English teacher made her write a poem, and she’s 
been writing ever since. You may contact her through her 
website www.tabithaolson.com or at 
mailto:tabitha@tabithaolson.com  

 

Food for  Thought  

Sept.  15th Eat  and Greet  for  Published 
SCBWI Members With Trade Books 

Get together for a potluck brunch and gathering for SCBWI 
members with trade books. All members who have 
published or have under contract trade books are welcome 
to get together 

• To nosh and nibble   
• To share ideas  
• To think about what SCBWI-IL can do to help our 

published members  
• To get connected  
• To consider future programs for published writers  

When: 9:30 a.m. - noon. Saturday, Sept. 15th, 2007 
Where: Studio Pink 
149 Harrison St. 
Oak Park, IL 60304 
Who: Published authors and illustrators of trade books 
Cost: Please bring $10 to defray the cost of coffee, juice, 
cups, plates, etc., plus room rental. Also bring a brunch 
item to share with four others. 
RSVP: By Sept. 8 to Sallie Wolf at salwolf@comcast.net 
Details: Exit the Eisenhower Expressway north on Austin, 
immediately turn west on Harrison Street, the first light, 
and proceed to the intersection of Lombard and Harrison, 
a four-way stop. Park on the street. Studio Pink, formerly 
Janice Elkins Gallery & Studio, is on the south-east corner 
of Harrison and Lombard streets. On the CTA Blue Line, 
get off at the Austin exit but take the ramp that leads to 
Lombard and walk north about one block. 

The meeting’s theme is “One Terrific Promotional Idea 
That Worked.” Come prepared to share from your 
experiences. It would be especially fun to hear how some of 

http://www.inthecart.com/Merchant2/merchant.mv?Screen=CTGY&Store_Code=CBC&Category_Code=NBW07
http://www.andersonsbookshop.com/
http://www.thequills.org/
http://www.quillsvote.com/
http://www.scbwi.org/awards.htm
http://www.randomhouse.com/kids/writingcontests/#youngadult
http://www.childrenswriter.com/contests.htm
http://www.scbwi.org/
http://www.illinoisreadingcouncil.org/conference.html
http://www.nelsonagency.com/faq.html#7
http://www.jacketflap.com/
http://www.alphadictionary.com/slang/
http://editorialanonymous.blogspot.com/
http://pubrants.blogspot.com/
http://www.tabithaolson.com/
mailto:tabitha@tabithaolson.com
http://www.intelligentlight.com/PrairieWind/?cat=22
mailto:salwolf@comcast.net
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you are using blogs, websites, You-Tube, e-mail and other 
web-based ways to get the word out about your books. We 
will not limit you to one terrific idea, nor would we scoff at 
ideas that didn’t work, especially if you learned from the 
experience and care to share. 

Schedule 
9:30-10:30 a.m. Eat and network 
10:30-noon Share promotional ideas 
Noon-12:15 p.m. Decide next meeting date, place and 
focus 
12:15 a.m.-12:30 Clean up 

What do you bring? 
1.    Yourself. 
2.   A brunch food for four to share. Coffee and juice will be 
provided. 
3.   Your best promotional ideas that worked. 
4.   Your worst idea ever and what you intend to do 
differently next time. 
5.   Books and projects to show off. 
6.   Ideas for future gatherings for published members. 

Make checks out to SCBWI-IL. 
You may pay at the door or mail checks to 
Sallie Wolf 
921 Fair Oaks Ave. 
Oak Park, IL 60302  

 

A Fly  on the Wall  

Carolyn Yoder Workshop June 23-24 

By Karen Kulinski  

Writing History: Historical Fiction, Nonfiction 
and Biography: A Workshop with Carolyn P. Yoder 
began on a rainy Saturday in late June, in Urbana, but the 
sun was shining on the 30 or so of us who heard Carolyn 
that day. 

She began by telling us a bit about herself and about Boyds 
Mill Press and a whole lot about the imprint she heads, 
Calkins Creek Books, which publishes American history 
biography, fiction and nonfiction. 

Carolyn revealed what time periods she’s looking for – 
among them early 19th century and pre-colonial – and 
gave some insight into why she rejected the 990 
manuscripts out of the 1,000 she received since Calkins 
Creek began a few years ago. Among the reasons were: no 

sense of time and place, problems with the bibliography 
and “ho-hum history” that didn’t “sing.” 

Research is key, says Carolyn, in all forms of historical 
writing. And she expects authors to go beyond general 
sources, such as websites and encyclopedias, when 
researching their topic. She provided several handouts on 
how to accomplish this, among them, contacting experts, 
the Who’s Who of Picture Research and “the wondrous and 
complex world” of research libraries. All submissions to 
Calkins Creek must contain a diverse, annotated 
bibliography, and Carolyn does the fact-checking on all her 
books. 

The workshop was reminiscent of the Retreats at 
Woodstock, with time for writing, catching up with old 
friends and meeting new ones, as well as dining with an 
editor. First page readings took the place of open mikes, 
and instead of dancing the night away, Alice McGinty (who 
organized the event along with Ruth Siburt and Becky 
Mabry) opened her home to us, where we gorged ourselves 
on wine, cheese and ultra-gooey desserts. 

On Sunday, we each got to spend five minutes of “office 
time” with Carolyn, discussing our manuscripts, our hopes, 
our dreams or anything else we wished with her. We also 
learned that Carolyn also wears another editorial hat, that 
of history editor at Highlights magazine. She wants well-
researched, “fun, humorous, kid-friendly history articles” 
that are not “encyclopedic in tone or too academic or 
patronizing.” 

When the workshop came to a close on Sunday afternoon, 
with Carolyn’s words, “Now, don’t be a stranger!” we knew 
we had all enjoyed a unique experience and had made a 
new and wonderful friend. 

Chicago-born author Karen Kulinski, who now lives 
across the border in Northwest Indiana, writes humorous 
chapter books and historical fiction based on her research 
as curator of a small railroad museum in her hometown. 
E-mail her at depotkaren@aol.com  

 

Don't  Miss  

Prairie  Writer ’s  Day Is  Coming 

The Prairie Writer’s Day registration form is here! 

What: The Third Annual Prairie Writer’s Day 
When: 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Saturday, Nov. 3, 2007 
Where: The Priory Campus, Dominican University, 7200 

http://www.intelligentlight.com/PrairieWind/?cat=23
mailto:depotkaren@aol.com
http://www.intelligentlight.com/PrairieWind/?cat=30
http://www.scbwi-illinois.org/RegistrationForm2007.pdf
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W. Division Street, 
River Forest, Illinois. Registration begins at 8 a.m. 
Fee: $135 ($150 for nonmembers), which includes a boxed 
lunch 

SCBWI-Illinois’ Third Annual Prairie Writer’s Day 
continues the tradition of offering both novice and 
experienced writers the opportunity to learn, connect and 
grow. And speaking of growing, this year’s program has 
even more guest speakers, so that every attendee comes 
away with new insights and tools for establishing and/or 
maintaining a viable career in the world of children’s 
publishing. 

Guest speakers include THREE Illinois authors and the 
editors who discovered them, courtesy of SCBWI and 
SCBWI-Illinois, and not one but TWO Illinois author-New 
York agent teams: 

• Middle-grade novelist and picture book author Andrea 
Beaty with her Abrams editor Susan Van Metre 
• Poet Deborah Ruddell with her Margaret McElderry 
editor Karen Wojtyla 
• Picture book author W. Nikola-Lisa and his Lee & Low 
editor Louise May 
• Picture book author Janet Nolan and her agent Sara 
Crowe 
• Novelist Soyna Owley and her agent Rosemary 
Stimola 

Additional speakers include: 

• Performance coach Kirsten D’Aurelio of Voicescape, 
who will brush us up on presentation skills 
(www.voicescape.com) 
• Anderson’s Bookshops’ Children’s Book Buyer Jan 
Dundon 
• Storyteller Patricia Hruby Powell 

As in past years, we will have first-page readings and 
individual manuscript critiques (see details below). Jan 
Dundon will come loaded down with books by our 
speakers, so come prepared to browse and lighten her 
load! 

This year we will even be featuring tips from … YOU! 
When you register, you may send in one brief tip on the 
subject of “What I wish I’d known when I first began 
writing for children.” Write your tip on an index card, and 
we will read several of these during the breaks. 

The day will end with a mix-and-mingle session with our 
guest speakers from 4:45 to 6 p.m., offering another 
opportunity to connect. 

Registration information: 

MAIL ALL REGISTRATION FORMS, MANUSCRIPTS 
FOR CRITIQUE, AND FIRST PAGES ENTRIES TO 
REGISTRAR EILEEN MEYER. SEND ALL MATERIALS 
TOGETHER IN ONE MAILING PLEASE! 
Note the details below. E-mail Eileen at 
ekmeyer82@sbcglobal.net if you have questions. 
 
1. For the conference itself: 
 
To register, send your check for $135, ($150 for 
nonmembers) payable to SCBWI-Illinois, to 

Eileen Meyer 
9 McIntosh Ave. 
Clarendon Hills, IL 60514 

All registrations must be RECEIVED by OCT. 22, though 
capacity is often reached before that. Sign up as soon as 
you know you can come. No walk-ins will be admitted. 
Refunds are returned only if your spot can be filled from 
the waiting list. You will receive an e-mail confirmation 
when your registration is received. Plan to arrive and sign 
in on Nov. 3 between 8 and 8:45 a.m. Please commit to 
helping us avoid a last-minute rush so that we can start on 
time at 9 a.m. 

YOU MAY SUBMIT FOR ONE OR BOTH TYPES OF 
CRITIQUES. PLEASE READ THE INSTRUCTIONS 
BELOW CLOSELY! 

2. For individual critiques: 

For a written critique from an editor or agent, the first date 
you may mail your submission is SEPT. 4. All manuscript 
submissions must be post-marked by SEPT. 19 at the 
latest. Send as early as you can – slots fill quickly. Fee is 
$35. We can accommodate 75 manuscripts this year. 
Editorial and agent feedback will be written only. Please 
include manuscript with registration for the conference. 

For a written critique from an editor or agent, the first date 
you may mail your submission is SEPT. 4. All manuscript 
submissions must be post-marked by SEPT. 19 at the 
latest. Send as early as you can – slots fill quickly. Fee is 
$35. We can accommodate 75 manuscripts this year. 
Editorial and agent feedback will be written only. Please 
include manuscript with registration for the 
conference.MANUSCRIPT GUIDELINES: 

• Enclose a separate check, payable to SCBWI-Illinois, for 
$35. 
• Submit up to 5 pages of a picture book or novel; you may 
start at the top of page one. Double-space. Use 1-inch 

http://www.voicescape.com/
mailto:ekmeyer82@sbcglobal.net
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margins and a 12-point font. 
• Write your name, contact information and the title of the 
work on the back of page one. Also include the genre, 
please! 
• Novelists may include a one-page single-spaced 
summary, adhering to the above formatting guidelines. 
The synopsis counts as the 5th page – DO NOT send 6 
total pages. 
• Picture book writers may include only one picture book. 
• If too many manuscripts are received, some may not 
receive critiques. In that case, your check will be returned 
to you on the day of the conference. 

3. For First Pages: 
 
You may also send the first page of a manuscript (which 
may be the same as or different from your individual 
critique manuscript) for a public reading and commentary 
by our guest speakers. The first date you may send your 
submission is SEPT. 4. All submissions must be received 
by OCT. 22. 

All submissions will be read anonymously. There is no fee 
for this submission, but keep in mind that time allows only 
a limited number of first-page readings – usually about 10. 
The First Pages will be selected to represent a variety of 
genres and formats in order to maximize the educational 
value to attendees. This pool of manuscripts is totally 
separate from the individual critiques. If you want your 
first page read and evaluated publicly, you need to label 
your submission “FIRST PAGES” on the top. 

Write your name, contact information and the genre on the 
back of the submission. Genre is especially important 
because it helps editors comment on language, pacing and 
other elements of your piece. 

Also, please double-space, use 1-inch margins and 12-point 
font. You may begin typing at the top of the page. 

SO, HERE’S YOUR CHEAT SHEET: 

For the conference: 
• Registration form 
• Fee, payable by check 
• Lunch choice indicated 
• Writing tip (“What I wish I’d known when I first began 
writing for children…”) 

For individual critiques: 
• Manuscript, properly formatted and labeled with 
personal and genre info 
• Fee payment 
• Mail on or after Sept. 4, but mail as soon as possible 
• Send this WITH YOUR REGISTRATION FOR THE 

CONFERENCE 
• NO CHANGES OR LATER SUBMISSIONS 

For First Pages: 
• Page one of manuscript, properly formatted and labeled 
with personal and genre info 
• Mail on or after Sept. 4, but mail as soon as possible 
• Send this WITH YOUR REGISTRATION FOR THE 
CONFERENCE 
• NO CHANGES OR LATER SUBMISSIONS  

57th Street  Children’s  Book Fair  

What:57th Street Children’s Book Fair 
When: 1 to 6 p.m. Sept. 30, 2007 
Where: Hyde Park on Chicago’s South Side. The event 
runs along the 1300 block of East 57th Street and the 5600 
block of South Kimbark Avenue. 
Details: SCBWI-Illinois’ own Marlene Targ Brill will be 
signing her books Marshall “Major” Taylor: World 
Bicycling Champion and Barack Obama: Working to 
Make a Difference in front of the 57th Street Book Store 
along with several other children’s book authors. 

Check out the 57th Street Children’s Book Fair 
at www.57cbf.org for more details. 

 

Season's  Crop 

Fall ’s  Bountiful  Harvest  

Congratulations to all our members with Fall 2007 titles! 

Jim Aylesworth 
LITTLE BITTY MOUSE 
(Walker & Co.) 

Andrea Beaty 
IGGY PECK 
(Abrams) 

Marlene Targ Brill 
MARSHALL “MAJOR” TAYLOR: WORLD BICYCLING 
CHAMPION 
(Twenty-First Century Books) 
DIABETES 
(Twenty-First Century Books) 
AUTISM 
(Marshall Cavendish) 
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS 
(Marshall Cavendish) 

http://www.57cbf.org/
http://www.intelligentlight.com/PrairieWind/?cat=31
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Matthew Cordell, illustrator 
THE MOON IS LA LUNA 
(Houghton Mifflin) 

Mary Dunn 
ASTRONOMY NOW SERIES: 
A Look at Mercury 
A Look at Venus 
A Look at Earth 
A Look at Mars 
(PowerKids Press) 

MY ADVENTURE SERIES 
My Adventure in a Mohawk Village 
My Adventure with Rembrandt 
My Adventure with Mozart 
My Adventure Building the Eiffel Tower  
(Windstorm Creative) 

Candace Fleming 
THE FABLED FOURTH GRADERS OF AESOP 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
(Random House, Schwartz & Wade) 

Judy and Dennis Fradin 
HURRICANES AND DISASTERS 
(National Geographic) 

Sheila Glazov 
WHAT COLOR IS YOUR BRAIN? A Fun and Fascinating 
Approach to Understanding Yourself and Others 
(Slack, Inc.) 

Barbara Gregorich 
WALTUR PAINTS HIMSELF INTO A CORNER AND 
OTHER STORIES 
(Houghton Mifflin) 

Julie Halpern 
GET WELL SOON 
(Feiwel and Friends) 

Patricia K. Kummer 
INVENTIONS THAT SHAPED THE WORLD: Series titles 
Currency, The Calendar and The Telephone 
(Franklin Watts, softcover) 

Alice McGinty 
THANK YOU, WORLD 
(Dial) 

Laura Montenegro 
A POET’S BIRD GARDEN 
(Farrar, Straus & Giroux) 

Nnedi Okorafor-Mbachu 
THE SHADOW SPEAKER 
(Hyerpion/Jump at the Sun) 

Gail Piernas-Davenport 
SHANTE KEYS AND THE NEW YEAR’S PEAS 
(Albert Whitman) 

Bob Raczka 
WHO LOVES THE FALL 
(Albert Whitman) 

Aaron Reynolds 
BUFFALO WINGS 
(Bloosmbury) 

Natalie Rompella 
FAMOUS FIRSTS 
(Lobster Press) 

Catherine Stier 
IF I RAN FOR PRESIDENT 
(Albert Whitman) 

Cynda Strong 
WHERE DO ANGELS SLEEP? 
(Concordia) 

 

Revise Yourself  

To Be or  Not  to  Be .  .  .  Whoever I  Am 
(That  is  the Answer)  

By Carol Coven Grannick 
  
We get stuck. We reach for advice – a writing friend, a craft 
book or article, a workshop. We try to implement the 
advice. If it works, we get unstuck. If it doesn’t, we may say 
to ourselves, “What’s wrong with me?” And things can 
spiral downward from there. . . But if you’ve read 
Carmela Martino’s Writing Tips column in this issue, 
you’ll understand the complexity of trying to find One 
Right Answer. 
  
What a delicate balance it is between needing and taking 
the advice of other writers through books, articles or 
critiques, and holding on to the unique “self” we bring to 
our own writing and process. 

Who’s to say why some advice works for some people and 
other advice does not? 
Most of us seek craft advice, frequently or occasionally. For 

http://www.intelligentlight.com/PrairieWind/?cat=15
http://www.intelligentlight.com/PrairieWind/?cat=11
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example, I’ve read a number of articles on “How to Write a 
Column.” They’re all different, to some extent, and I’ve 
picked up tips from each. Yet each time I set out to write a 
column, I find myself doing what comes naturally, first – 
writing to think through and really clarify the issue for 
myself. Then I write and rewrite to attempt to clarify the 
issue for others. I make notes prior to writing, but not a 
true outline, because an outline would imply clarity – 
which I don’t  yet have! 

I cannot, cannot, cannot, seem to work out the plan in my 
head, much as I sometimes wish I could. I’ve tried other 
ways. But I always come back to. . . me. Maybe the advice 
helps me in the middle and toward the end of my process. 
Maybe I revise more efficiently than I used to. 

But still, my personal process may be as ingrained as my 
naturally curly hair. 

With a picture book or novel, I usually know the feeling I’m 
after. I have an idea. Part of that idea, for me, is knowing 
and imagining the feeling I want to create in the dream 
book that will exist when I am finished. I imagine the 
impact I want that story to make. But how to get there?  
Plot? Character? Oh, goodness, no. I don’t have a plot of 
any substance. I’m often not certain at all about how to get 
where I want to go. So I try a lot of things. And each 
attempt can be another draft. (As my very patient critique 
partners would validate.) 

I tend to take any and all critique and revise accordingly, 
as if I am “trying out” others’ opinions. I can write dozens 
of stories about the character’s journey. But which is the 
one with my heart in it? Which is my story? Historically, 
I’ve spent many drafts rediscovering the story I truly want 
to tell. 

Because of certain insecurities of my own as a writer, and 
because I’m eager to take any and all advice to make my 
manuscript better, I can devalue my own story in the 
process. I’m only recently beginning to learn how to hold 
on to the heart of my stories as I engage in the effort to 
make them clearer and stronger. 

Do I ever wish it didn’t take me so long to find what I want 
to say? You bet. 

Do I want to always have to work this way? No. 

Do I know for sure that I’ll be able to change? Not really. 

And that’s OK. 

My attitude is this: The world is full of advice and theories 
– verbal and written, through critique groups, workshops, 

craft books and articles. Not one piece of advice or theory 
is purely objective but rather includes the advice-giver’s 
attitudes, talents and sensitivities (and personal 
experience as an author and perhaps educator). 

It is all valuable, a banquet of delicious thoughts and ideas 
from writers who have spent time working, thinking, 
discovering – and who want to share what they’ve 
discovered with us. But their advice must be a good match 
for our manuscript, our temperament or talents, or even 
our mood at any given moment. And there’s no need to 
discount ourselves if a particular idea or “rule” doesn’t 
“work” for us. Rather, our attitude can be: “This is not a 
good match for me (or my manuscript) right now.” 

If I tell myself that all the available craft advice is a lavish 
banquet, I can taste what appeals to me, see if it satisfies 
me; I can bypass other “food” because although it looks 
wonderful, it’s simply not a good match with what I’m 
hungry for; and I can sink into the absolute delight of 
finding something perfect. I have books that I pick off the 
shelf on a quiet afternoon, usually essays about writing 
from some of my favorite authors, and they remind me of 
the kind of writing I’m striving for. I have other books that 
I keep right at my desk for constant reference. 

For example, after years of studying the craft of picture 
books through reading, workshops, books and practice, 
practice, practice, I have a set of books that are a perfect 
match – right now – with the way I work and think (Eve 
Heidi Bine-Stock’s How to Write a Children’s Picture 
Book, Vols. I, II and III – see Brenda Ferber’s review of 
these in an earlier issue of the Prairie Wind). I use them to 
supplement my own process, to help with planning, 
support me during the writing and discovery process, and 
validate or check me during my many revisions. 

Personal process and the gifts we each bring to our own 
work – attitudes, temperament, learned skills and inborn 
talents – are the cause of celebration. The craft advice we 
choose should enhance and support those gifts. Unlike 
moral imperatives, the writing advice that works for you 
may change with manuscript, format, personal process or, 
well, time of day. 

We can learn from all of it, then use what we choose 
without judgment. 

Carol Coven Grannick writes for children and adults, and 
has a private practice as a clinical social worker. You can 
visit her blog at www.reviseyourself.blogspot.com 
or e-mail her at carolgrannick@comcast.net  

 

http://www.intelligentlight.com/PrairieWind/?cat=14
http://www.reviseyourself.blogspot.com/
mailto:carolgrannick@comcast.net
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Promote That  Book!  

Simple,  Inexpensive Ways to  Promote 
Your Book Everyday 

By Tracey Daniels 
Media Master Publicity 

The whole point of publicity is to create buzz about your 
book. There are quite a few inexpensive tricks and tools 
that anyone can use to help promote their books or their 
friends’ books. We are talking grassroots, basic stuff here.  
So extrapolate from these ideas and recruit your friends 
and family to be your personal team of promoters. 

• Look for opportunities to work with your local library.  
For September’s “National Library Card Sign-Up Month,” 
talk with the community relations representative at the 
library and ask if you can help with promotion.  Create a 
schoolwide contest and volunteer to give a free author visit 
to the classroom with the most “sign-ups” – buy pizza for 
the class and throw a party! 

• An e-mail signature is a perfect opportunity to promote 
your book or soon-to-be-published book in all of your 
correspondence.  Beneath my e-mail signature with my 
name and contact information, I list the current book that 
I am nose-deep in (not just what I am working on).  For 
example, it currently says, “What I am reading now. . . 
Crissa-Jean Chappell’s Total Constant Order.”  It creates 
another conversation piece with the people I am in contact 
with (media, publishers, authors, distant relatives, PTA 
members) and it also (in a small way) promotes literacy 
and the love of books.  Get your family and friends to do 
the same. 

• Give a few copies of your books (with a sticker listing 
your website and “donated by”) to local hospitals or doctor 
offices.  This doesn’t create big buzz, but it’s a nice thing to 
do.  You never know who will pick it up, and parents will 
appreciate a good book in the waiting room. 

• Volunteer at local schools to do writing workshops or 
help teachers.  Talk to your local paper about a story about 
what the kids are doing in your workshop or the angle of a 
local author who donates their time.  Arrange for a photo 
to be taken and submit to your local press. 

• Create and distribute bookmarks that promote your new 
book (and backlist). An additional good tip is to leave 
blank space on the back of the bookmark for bookstores or 
businesses to put their contact information and store 
hours.  They are more likely to pass out a bookmark if they 
can promote themselves in the process. 

Let’s brainstorm more ideas!  Please send suggestions on 
inexpensive ways to spread word-of-mouth publicity to 
column@mmpublicity.com.  I will cover these ideas (and 
your name and book – hint hint: promoting YOU!) in an 
upcoming newsletter. 

Tracey Daniels is the founder and senior partner of Media 
Masters Publicity.  Daniels has been a literary publicist 
for more than 16 years and has worked with such authors 
as Holly Black, Kate DiCamillo, Chitra Divakaruni, 
Janette Rallison, Eric Rohmann, and Kevin Henkes.  
Currently, her company is publicizing Caldecott winner 
Simms Taback’s new picture book I Miss You Every Day 
(Penguin Putnam). 

 

Opportunities  

IWPA’s  Call  For A uthors  

The Illinois Woman’s Press Association is looking for 
authors to participate in its upcoming Book Fair. The 
event, which is free and open to the public, runs from 10 
a.m. – 4 p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 20, 2007, at the landmark 
Chicago Cultural Center, 77 East Randolph St., which was 
once the main branch of the Chicago Public Library. 

Authors may begin arriving at the center as early as 9 a.m. 
to be ready for patrons by 9:45 a.m. 
  
Volunteers will be on hand to greet authors and show them 
to their tables, draped with linen and ready for tabletop 
displays in the Randolph Café. Wall displays, posters and 
audiovisual presentations are not permitted. The 
Randolph Café also offers food service should participants 
want to purchase something to eat while at the fair. 
  
This year we are asking each author to provide a jpeg of the 
cover(s) of the books they plan to show. Also new this year, 
IWPA is asking each author to provide no less than two 
local media outlets with contact information for fair press 
releases. (Please don’t list the major news outlets. These 
should be local news outlets for your town or community.)  

Contact Marianne Wolf for more information at (773) 239-
8370 or mwolfastro@aol.com . Details and a fair 
application form can be found on the IWPA web site at 
iwpa.org. 

 

http://www.intelligentlight.com/PrairieWind/?cat=16
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Kidslitosphere 

Why Do Bloggers  Blog? 

By Ilene S. Goldman 

Welcome to the SCBWI-IL blogger meme.  I’ve rounded up 
the answers from several of our chapter members who 
write blogs.  You’ll be enchanted as you learn all the 
different reasons these bloggers blog. These ladies (and 
one gentleman) are quite thoughtful and funny.  Based on 
their favorites and raves, I now have a new list of blogs to 
check out.  I invite you to read their blogs after you’ve 
learned about their inspiration. 

Once you have read our roundtable, you’ll probably want 
to read more blogs. You may even want to meet some of 
the bloggers that these writers mention. Well, you’re in 
luck! The First Annual Kidslitosphere Conference 
will convene in Chicagoland on Oct. 6. The list of 
attendees includes all of my favorite bloggers and most of 
the bloggers mentioned below. Check out the website for 
the RSVP list, and maybe we’ll see you there. Look for my 
“report from the front” in the next column. 

Our esteemed participants are: 

Brenda A. Ferber (BF): Author of Julia’s Kitchen 
(Farrar Straus & Giroux, 2006) and Jemma Hartman, 
Camper Extraordinaire (Farrar Straus & Giroux, 2009). 
Blog: www.brendaferber.blogspot.com. Website: 
www.brendaferber.com.  Brenda’s blog may be unique in 
the kidslitsosphere; as she discusses below, her children 
write it! 

Bev Patt (BP): Author of the forthcoming Some Birds 
Stay (Blooming Tree Press, 2008). Blog: 
beberly.livejournal.com. Website: beverlypatt.com. 

Anna Lewis (AL): An award-winning toy designer now 
pursuing the dream of becoming a published children’s 
writer. Blog: annamlewis.livejournal.com. 

Cynthea Liu (CL): Most recently author of the middle-
grade novel Paris Pan Takes the Dare (G. P. Putnam’s 
Sons) and YA novel Forbidden City (Puffin S.A.S.S. series), 
both forthcoming in spring 2009. To read more about 
Cynthea’s published work visit her blog. But make sure you 
have a cup of tea, quiet, and plenty of time. It is truly a 
fountain of information. Blog: www.cynthealiu.com. 

Sallie Wolf (SW): Author of Peter’s Trucks (Albert 
Whitman, 1992), Truck Stuck (Charlesbridge, Spring 
2008) and The Robin Makes a Laughing Sound, a birders 

journal (Charlesbridge, spring 2009. Blog: 
thelittlehorse.blogspot.com). Website: www.salliewolf.com. 
Like Brenda, Sallie has an original blog approach; her blog 
tells an ongoing story (which she describes below). To me, 
it’s like kidslit meets serialized literature. I’ve been reading 
it for a while, but I didn’t realize Sallie was one of our own 
until she e-mailed me! 

Mary and Richard Chamberlain (MRC): The 
husband-and-wife writing team who authored the award-
winning Mama Panya’s Pancakes: A Village Tale from 
Kenya (with Julia Cairns, Barefoot Books, 2006). Blog: 
richnmary.blogharbor.com/blog. Website: 
www.richnmarywriters.com/index.html. 

Kim Sullivan (KS): Author of Stones of Abraxas 
(Medallion Press, 2006). Read about the next book in the 
Abraxas Pentagram series and Kim’s other new projects on 
her website. Blog: blog.myspace.com/kosbornsullivan. 
Website: stonesofabraxas.com/. 

1. Are you a writer? An illustrator? Both? 
Neither?BF: I’m a writer.BP: Writer of picture 
books and middle-grade. 

AL: I mainly write, but I can illustrate too. 
CL: I’m just a writer, and right now I’m very glad I don’t 
do both or I’d never get anything done. 
KS: I’m a writer only. It would be great if I could illustrate, 
too, but I’m lucky I can sign my own name, let alone draw 
a picture. 
SW: I am a writer and an artist who is beginning to 
illustrate her work. Art and illustration are two entirely 
separate things. At least, you can be an artist and not be an 
illustrator. Most illustrators are artists. So I have been a 
non-illustrating artist for about 10 years or more, and now 
my art is suggesting book ideas.  My writing is being 
inspired by and directed by the art. 
MRC: Husband-and-wife writing team. 

2. How long have you been blogging? What/who 
inspired you to begin blogging? 
  
BF: My kids, Faith (age 12) and Sammy (age 11) started a 
blog for me in April 2007. So we’re new at this. I was 
hesitant to start my own blog because I didn’t want to 
spend the time on it, and I didn’t know if I’d have anything 
interesting or unique to say. But when my daughter asked 
if she could blog for me, I realized what a great idea that 
was. As far as I know, Blogging for Mom is the only blog 
about writing children’s books written by children of a 
children’s book author! 
BP: Two years? My online critique buddy Cynthea. 
AL: I’ve been blogging for a few months now but reading 
for a couple of years! I’ve been telling everyone that I want 
to speak out regarding art education and creativity in our 

http://www.intelligentlight.com/PrairieWind/?cat=18
http://www.brendaferber.blogspot.com/
http://www.brendaferber.com/
http://beberly.livejournal.com/
http://beverlypatt.com/
http://annamlewis.livejournal.com/
http://www.cynthealiu.com/
http://thelittlehorse.blogspot.com/
http://www.salliewolf.com/
http://richnmary.blogharbor.com/blog
http://www.richnmarywriters.com/index.html
http://blog.myspace.com/kosbornsullivan
http://stonesofabraxas.com/
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schools when I get published. But then it dawned on me 
that I can speak out on the topic now! 
CL: I’ve been blogging for about two and a half years now 
(I think). I felt it was time to go public and I didn’t want to 
miss out, either! 
KS: I started blogging when I started my MySpace page 
last year. It seemed like the thing to do at MySpace. Plus, it 
gives visitors something to read, and I hope they’ll like me 
enough to offer me a friend request. Yes, I need external 
validation. 
SW: I have been blogging since October 2006. I did not 
really know what a blog was, probably still don’t, but I 
wanted a place where it was easy for me to post on a more 
frequent basis than my website provided. 
MRC: Had a website for a while, just starting blogging. 

3. Where do you blog? What noise is in the 
background? 

BF: My kids blog in our office. Background noise: instant 
message sounds and my husband and me nagging them to 
do their homework, clean their rooms, practice their 
instruments…  
BP: At my desk in my office; background noise is mostly 
birds in my backyard or those darn leaf-blower guys all my 
neighbors employ. Arrrrgh! 
AL: I write on my PC at my desk in my office with my dog 
Cooper at my feet. I don’t like music playing, but lately my 
son has been playing his GameCube on the TV in my office. 
I’ve been hearing Simpson’s Road Rage (Homer saying 
“Doh” over and over!!), Harry Potter and Mario theme 
music!  
CL: I blog in my kitchen mostly, usually with my pet rabbit 
Snoop somewhere close by. (He is never far from the 
kitchen.) He inspires many of my posts. 
KS: I sit at my computer and may or may not have music 
on. Some days it’s too hard to concentrate with music. 
Other days, I want the background noise. Apparently I 
have multiple blogging personality disorder. 
SW: I blog on my Mac which is in my older son’s bedroom. 
My son lives in Boston so his bedroom has become my 
office. Noises include faint sounds of airplanes overhead, a 
fan rattling softly, my husband calling to me to ask me 
questions but I can’t hear him. Sometimes I play iTunes. 
Music from the O.C. 
 
4. What is the primary reason you blog? To market 
your books? To write about your writing process? 
Do you write about children’s literature in general 
(book reviews, reading and the like) or maybe not 
about books at all?  

BF: My kids blog about my writing process and their 
unique perspective of having a mom who is also an author. 
The primary reason is to join the party! 
BP: Exposure, market my book and name. Also for 

support and a sense of community. Sometimes just to put a 
thought out there to whoever may be reading and make 
them think, laugh or learn. 
AL: I blog to build up a reputation as an art advocate who 
writes. I have listened to Cheryl Richardson’s Life 
Makeovers to motivate myself for years. My focus is to add 
ART to my life everyday! I’m quite passionate about it. My 
blog is titled “Got Art: Musings on art, creativity, writing, 
reading, toys, and motherhood.” 
CL: I blog to share information about children’s writing 
and stay in touch with my writing homies. Snoop and I also 
hold lots of free-tique contests which also happen to be a 
GREAT way to procrastinate! 
KS: My blog started as a marketing tool for my YA fantasy 
novel, Stones of Abraxas.  Then it evolved into general 
writing-related stuff that occurred to me.  Then it evolved 
again into general life issues, usually ones that annoy me.  
In general, though, I always have that hope in the back of 
my mind that blog readers might decide they like my 
writing and will want to read more by going to my website 
or reading my book. 
SW: I blog to learn to write. My blog is an ongoing story of 
the adventures of the little horse, a toy I have had since I 
was 9 or 10. It began as an experiment and continues 
because it’s fun to do. The content and point of view 
evolve. I think I have about three readers. 
MRC: To educate and inspire. Also, we want to share our 
unique perspective on writing and publishing, pancakes 
and Africa, as well as on raising a reader rabbit and a 
writing dog. 

5. What has been the unexpected delight of 
blogging? 

BF: The kids are most amazed that they actually have an 
audience. I’m delighted to see how well they write. 
BP: The friendships I’ve made, especially when there is a 
crossover from people on Verla Kay’s and the person has 
“outed” themselves to me, saying something like, “I’m so-
and-so on Verla Kay, and we seem to be querying the same 
agent/editor” or whatever. Then individual 
correspondence starts that way. I have made two very nice 
friends that way. 
AL: People I don’t know friending me. . . “They like me, 
they really like me!!” (Sally Fields’ quote.) 
CL: The unexpected delight of blogging is realizing my pet 
bunny Snoop is infinitely more popular than I am. (But 
that’s OK because I happen to like Snoop a lot, too). 
KS: My husband reads it! How bizarre is that? It’s also 
nice to get things off my chest. Like going to a therapist for 
free! 
SW: The unexpected delight of blogging is learning that I 
have three readers, people who are interested in the 
adventures of the little horse. Also, taking the pictures to 
illustrate the blog opens me up to unusual questions and 
interesting comments from onlookers. 
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6. What has been the hardest part of blogging? 
 
BF: That will happen this summer when my kids go to 
overnight camp. I might have to pick up their slack or else 
leave the blog alone for six weeks. Decisions, decisions. 
BP: I tend to go in spurts and forget to post for stretches of 
time. I also started out proclaiming I was going to do 
something useful like post little known word facts, like how 
a phrase came into being, etc., every day, which I promptly 
forgot about! 
AL: Computer problems! My husband is a computer 
consultant and flies around the country solving other 
people’s problems. When he sees me, he runs the other 
way. I occasionally mess up, but I’m learning. Retyping 
posts is a pain! 
CL: Trying to stay away from blogging when I should be 
working. THAT has to be the hardest part of it by far. 
KS: I sometimes forget to do it.  Then I’ll happen to 
remember and am embarrassed to see that it had been 
weeks since my last entry. I always feel like I’m betraying 
the people who read my blog when I go so long between 
posts. 
SW: The hardest part of blogging is posting regularly. I’m 
in a particular slump right now. I have no time to sit at my 
computer and compose. Instead, I find myself answering 
endless e-mails which have nothing to do about the blog. 

7. Describe your day, in detail, from the time you 
wake up until the time you go to bed. 
 
BF: My day is a million things at once. Being a mom. Being 
a wife. Being a house manager. Being a sister. Daughter. 
Friend. Author. You get the picture. 
BP: On a typical school day (summer doesn’t count — 
everything’s up for grabs), after the kids (4) and hubby (1) 
are off to school, I check and respond to all my e-mails, 
read the daily posts to listserves I’m on and generally fool 
around until about 9:30 or 10. 
Then I write until about 1:00ish. MWF, I go running then, 
and usually come up with an answer to a writing problem I 
had that morning or envision where the story is going for 
tomorrow’s work. I usually get back on the computer when 
I get back to make a note to myself of these changes or 
ideas. Then, it’s off to the shower, the basement for 
laundry, the grocery store, etc. 
From 3:00 on, it’s all kid stuff: family dinner, homework 
help and my favorite, reading to whomever still wants to be 
read to. My 9- and 11-year-olds still love it and get their 
little noses out of joint if it’s too late. Sometimes my 14-
year-old son will come in and lie on the bed and listen, too. 
Then I read MY book or work on my laptop in bed until I 
realize I’m working or reading with my eyes closed, which 
doesn’t really work too well. 
[ISG: I’m exhausted just reading this.  If you want more 
detail, check out A Day in the Life of This Writer.] 
AL: I have three kids in three schools. Each day is 

different!  
CL: I wake up. Check my blog and reply to comments. 
Read other people’s blogs. ALL BEFORE BREAKFAST. 
This continues all through the day, while I work on my 
own stuff until I fall asleep. 
KS:  If only every day were similar enough to generalize 
like this! No, on second thought, it’s the diversity of my 
days that drew me to the writer’s life in the first place. I 
love it! 
SW: I get up. I do lots of stuff. I go to bed. Every day is 
different. I try to see each day as a gift. 

8. Have you ever been a guest blogger or done a 
virtual book tour? Tell us about that experience. 
 
BF: Not yet. My kids and I were just interviewed for Edge 
of the Forest. [ISG: The interview is posted at 
www.theedgeoftheforest.com/adayinthelife.shtm
l.] 
BP: No, but I hope to soon!! 
AL: Nope, not yet! But I have lined up interviews that I 
hope to post soon which involve art questions with 
interesting people! 
CL: I’ve never guest-blogged before, but I have featured 
guest articles on my blog. It’s always cool when I find a 
great post I think will help inspire other writers. 
KS: No, but I’d love to. I did do a presentation on the 
Internet about my book once called “Fairy tales, myths, 
and dead relatives: Creating the world of Abraxas.” I was 
the guest speaker in a college online course. The 
presentation is one I use for school and library visits, and 
this was the first time I ever did it in a virtual environment. 
It was fun, once I got the hang of talking into a 
microphone, changing presentation slides, reading and 
answering the students’ questions, and hearing the 
instructor’s voice over the telephone. Talk about multi-
tasking! It went really well, though, and everyone was so 
nice. 
SW: No, I’ve never been a guest blogger or done a virtual 
book tour. I’m not even sure what these are. 

9. Of all the blogs you read, what is your 
favorite? Why? (Check out my first column!) 

BF: I like the Longstockings. They seem like nice people. 
I’d probably fit in with them if we met in person. 
BP: Laurie Halse Anderson’s is amazing. She’s very deep. 
Every day. [ISG: Halse Anderson has two blogs. Check her 
out at halseanderson.livejournal.com/ and 
www.myspace.com/lauriehalseanderson.] 
AL: Lisa Yee, and my friends! I have Lisa’s since I got a 
chance to meet her last year at the St. Charles Lit Fest. Her 
blog is casual and fun, and I feel like a friend is dishing to 
me about her writing adventures! [Lisa Yee also has two 
blogs, www.livejournal.com/users/lisayee and 
www.myspace.com/lisayeeblog] 

http://www.beverlypatt.com/day_in_the_life.html
http://www.theedgeoftheforest.com/adayinthelife.shtml
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http://thelongstockings.blogspot.com/
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http://www.myspace.com/lisayeeblog
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  Writing from home is very isolating and “talking” with my 
blogging friends helps keep me sane! It is wonderful to 
“talk” to people who share my writing passion!   
CL: Hmmm. . . that’s tough. My very favorite blogs are the 
ones from my closest Livejournal buddies. Often these 
blogs are FUNNY.  But I also happen to think Cynsations is 
Cynsational! Extremely informative.  
KS: Oh, no you don’t! There’s no way I’m going to choose 
sides. Nice try. . . And question No. 10 is pretty tricky, too.  
Without naming names and upsetting anyone who is left 
out, I will say that I usually read the funny stuff. The 
funnier, the better. That’s the rule I try to stick to with my 
blog, too, but sometimes I fail. Still, finding a writer who 
can consistently make me laugh is like striking gold. 
SW: I don’t really have any favorite blogs. I’ve been 
sampling ones that come along through our listserve or 
that I stumble across., Cynsations, Miss Snark and Notes 
from the Purple Desk have caught my attention. I love the 
book Julie and Julia, which is the result of a blog. 

10. Which KidsLit blogger would you like to meet 
in person? Why?  What would you ask them? 

BF: I’d like to meet all The Longstockings. And John 
Green. He is awesome in Brotherhood 2.0. 
BP: Hmmmm. Well, Jennifer_d_g and De_scribes just 
because they both are sooo nice, and we have had some 
private conversations and really jive. Cynthia Leitich Smith 
because she’s so well-connected and so generous in giving 
out help, information, interviews, etc. She’s a great source 
of information for writers. [ISG: Cynthia Leitich Smith is 
also the author of Cynsations, mentioned above.] I’m 
grateful to have already met Tamarak and Cynthea [ISG: 
This is our own Cynthea Liu whose other blog is 
mentioned above]. They are the best! 
AL: The only blogger that I haven’t met is Sarah Darer 
Littman. She just recently blogged a shout-out to me to 
help with a German translation. Very funny! 
CL: Well, she’s not KidsLit but she has a lot of KidLit fans. 
I’d love to meet Miss Snark. Who wouldn’t? 
SW: I think Miss Snark would be fun to meet because she 
dares to call it like it is. 

Thanks so much to everyone for generously contributing 
your time and thoughts. We learn so much by 
understanding why you blog and what other blogs inspire 
you! 

Chicago writer and blogger Ilene S. Goldman is the 
author of many articles for grownups on film and 
television. She reviews children’s books for The Edge of the 
Forest and Children’s Literature. She first rocketed into the 
online universe of kids’ literature while researching 
authors for her reviews. Ilene is working on a picture 
book that came to her in a dream. Learn about Ilene’s 
adventures parenting a medically complex but thoroughly 

cute toddler at Charlotte’s Journey Home. E-mail her at 
isg_124@yahoo.com. 

 

Booksellers '  Perspective  

Let ’s  Have a  Party:  An Introduction to  a  
Study on Parental  Revelry  

By Yi Shun Lai 
 
Our relatively new Chicago Kids Bookstore & More in 
Wrigleyville has become a fertile observing ground for our 
study on the behavior of parental units in the area. The 
bookstore, which opened in November, has a lively and 
very local clientele. It carries books and toys for kids 
ranging from newborns to teens, and has the very 
important mission of ensuring that it gives back to its 
community by way of free storytimes every day, literacy 
camps, tutoring and other events. 

Since the store’s opening, we’ve found that, at about 7 p.m. 
on any weekday night, our reading area is usually occupied 
by two or three parental units and their progeny. While the 
younger specimens play with the dollhouse and puzzles we 
have set up, the adults gravitate toward our staff. They 
approach bearing conversational topics and wielding funny 
facts about their offspring. They are usually regulars. 
Sometimes they buy things, sometimes they don’t. 

We think this behavior can be attributed to the fact that 
the elder humanoid is craving attention and company of 
the adult sort. Although they may arrive in each other’s 
company, the parenting units approach the staff person 
obliquely, sometimes separately, but always with the intent 
of securing a few moments of conversation consisting of 
sentence structure deviating from such norms as using the 
third-person to address oneself, alarmed expressions 
stemming from their offspring’s crawling or zipping into 
areas previously unexplored, or arched eyebrows 
indicating surprise at the book you are recommending for 
their tween or teen. 
  
It was with this behavior in mind that we embarked upon 
planning for the first-ever adults-only Chicago Kids 
Bookstore & More Fall Benefit. Ostensibly, the event 
will benefit the store’s literacy camps, which operate on a 
sliding cost scale dependent on need, and our tutoring 
programs. Officially, however, we thought it might be a 
good opportunity to observe the parental units sans 
children and glazed, exhausted looks; and with cocktail in 
hand (heretofore, “in a more casual environment”). 

http://cynthialeitichsmith.blogspot.com/
http://thepurpledesk.blogspot.com/2007/05/my-deals-gone-public.html
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http://de-scribes.livejournal.com/
http://tamarak.livejournal.com/
http://saraclaradara.livejournal.com/
http://saraclaradara.livejournal.com/
http://misssnark.blogspot.com/
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Three of our most sagacious members agreed to take on 
planning of the experiment: myself, Ms. Monica (BS, 
Communications) and Ms. Leslie (BA, Elementary 
Education). We started by enlisting the help of a random 
sample of authors from the Illinois SCBWI group. Our 
control group (authors who have held book signings with 
us previously) sent regrets that they would not be able to 
participate in this most recent study of parental units. 

Of the random sample, eight authors were chosen to 
participate in the experiment. We based our selection on 
careful study of the demographic of the Southport 
neighborhood, and, we confess, on some balancing of 
gender: the male children’s, MG or YA book author or 
illustrator can be a rare find. We also looked for a healthy 
number of illustrators, to indulge what we felt sure would 
be a hearty interest in pretty pictures among the parental 
units. 

At this stage in the experiment, the paperwork (heretofore 
known as “invitations”) has been drawn up and will be 
mailed out forthwith to interested parties. The experiment 
will be staged as a social hour in which parental units will 
“rub elbows” and “hobnob” with the authors and 
illustrators of the books their kids are reading. 

Dress will be business casual. As adults usually enter the 
bookstore in various stages of disheveled dress, the irony 
of asking them to play dress-up for us is first and foremost 
in our minds. We have a stash of Harry Potter temporary 
lightening bolts ready, should some parental units feel the 
need to further accentuate the fact that they are Parental 
Units. In addition, parental units are asked to pay an 
admission price of $25 toward the cause. 

We are most eager to host David Wartik, Esther 
Hershenhorn, Brenda Ferber, Carmela Martino, 
Kevin Luthardt, Natalie Rompella, Lisa Mallen and 
Kim Sullivan on Sept. 8th. Check the next issue of the 
Prairie Wind for the results of our study. 

Yi Shun Lai is a writer in Chicago. She is working on a YA 
and MG novel and has previously written for publications 
ranging from The Christian Science Monitor to The Los 
Angeles Times. When she gets cranky she eats multiple 
bowls of Cheerios and wallows in warm laundry. Write to 
her at yishunwrites@gmail.com. 

 

Fitness  + Writing 

Writing!  It ’s  Just  l ike Exercise  

By Mary Loftus  

One of the many benefits of freelance writing is the well-
timed break. This summer, the slow-down coincided 
perfectly with July and August, giving me the chance to 
work exclusively on fiction. 

I sat down in early July with my Work in Progress after – I 
hate to admit this – months of being away from it. As I 
proceeded to align my head space with my story, the mind 
wandered. I started thinking just how much writing has in 
common with exercise. I thought I could launch myself 
full-time into my novel. The problem was, I had gotten 
hideously out of shape in the time away. 

Warming up 
Before I begin the easiest of workouts, I need to warm up. 
Stretches, a short walk, whatever it takes. But when it 
comes to writing, I don’t want to warm up! Or I forget, in 
my haste to dive into the writing. It’s the equivalent of 
lacing up the cross trainers and setting out on a three-mile 
run without stretching first. Ouch! No wonder I end up 
winded with shin splits. I feel supremely frustrated with 
my writing when I don’t warm up first. For me, the warm 
up can be something as simple as sitting in silence with my 
characters and visualizing their story. But if I skip it, I’m 
likely to pull a muscle and end up spending the next few 
days away from my manuscript, “recovering.” 

A manageable workout 
I know not to over-exert myself when trying a new physical 
activity. But when it comes to a writing workout, I often 
neglect to set a manageable goal. I’m like the person who’s 
been away from the gym for months, or even years. I see 
them exercising strenuously every day for about two 
weeks. And then – they’re gone. When my creativity is 
bloated and out of shape, I have got to remember to start 
slow. I can’t expect to sit for four hours writing fabulous 
prose. If I write 500 words a day, hey, it’s something to 
build on. And something is always better than nothing. 

Consistency 
I’m learning that whether it’s writing or exercise, a little 
something every day is necessary to maintain the 
momentum. Once I get physically fit, I can’t put my feet up 
and expect to stay in shape. Yet, when it comes to writing, I 
allow myself to take a break when my freelance work gets 
busy. I think my manuscript will always be here, waiting, 
so what’s the big deal? However, it’s important that I make 
time for fiction writing. Because another commonality is 
this: whether it’s a fitness regime, a picture book, learning 
to play tennis, or a novel, persistence equals results. The 
results may be running a marathon, being a published 
author, fitting into a favorite pair of jeans or finishing the 
first draft. The daily effort will pay off. I’ve seen it work in 
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the gym. I’ve got to believe that it also applies to my 
writing. 

Chicago native Mary Loftus is a freelance writer, former 
middle-school teacher and part-time fitness instructor. 
She is writing her first novel for young adults. Please send 
ideas, questions or comments to 
turtle44@sbcglobal.net  

 

op/ed 

Publishing the Digital  Way 

By April Pulley Sayre 

After having over 50 books published by houses such as 
Holt, Scholastic and Charlesbridge, why would I want to 
publish a book on my own? Perhaps because I’m a rebel. 
Perhaps because I was impatient. Perhaps I was tired of 
waiting for “acceptance” by phone or mail. Perhaps I had 
just had too much caffeine that week. 

All I know is that when I wrote Unfold Your Brain 
beginning in the fall of 2005, this book seemed like 
something special: my most personal, revealing, useful 
work. It was my wisdom about being an artist, writer, 
entrepreneur and children’s book writer, along with a lot of 
my spirit, all wrapped up with bows. It was a workbook. It 
was for grownups. The work grew, like a weaving, over the 
years of writing and travelling the country speaking at 
writer’s conferences, library conferences, educational 
workshops and the like. Every time I wrote a speech, new 
ideas formed and coalesced. Finally, they demanded a 
book. 

The problem was, once I wrote it, what should I do with it? 
I knew the process for getting children’s books published. 
(Send, get rejected. Send, get rejected. Be patient, and 
someday it may happen.) But this book was for grownups, 
and I didn’t really want to learn that whole realm. My 
contacts there were few. Plus, I didn’t want to wait. I just 
wanted my book out there, even if it was quietly singing to 
a small crowd. So I confess. I went and did it. I self-
published. 

I wasn’t silly. I didn’t go it alone. I had colleagues give me 
comments and copyedits. I had a professional design firm, 
Imagine Strategic (www.imaginestrategic.com), do the 
layout and design. When they did the first design, I 
realized the book had greater possibilities and deserved 
more from me. It needed more visual beauty. I added 
photos from my lifetime of photography. The flexible, 

talented designer Kevin Fye redid all the pages to 
incorporate my vision. 

Many times along the road I wished I had one of my dear 
editors to take over the process. Really, I prefer having a 
publisher do all the production. But I’d gotten myself into 
it, and so I had to stubbornly complete the journey. 

The laughable part is that it took me, wearing all the 
publishing hats, as long as it takes a mainstream publisher 
to produce such a book. My schedule was already packed 
with talks and regular book contracts. I also had much to 
learn along the way. At points I was worried – downright 
afraid! – that I was doing something foolish. Friends and 
colleagues gave me strength. So did the material. Every 
time I began to doubt, I would read it and realize: This 
really is good. You’re not totally crazy to put it out there. 
That got me past the fear. 

So now it’s done.  It’s published. It has an ISBN and 
everything. You can buy it. Please do buy it! Oh, and buy 
one for a friend, too! 

UNFOLD YOUR BRAIN: Deepen your creativity, expand 
into new arts and prosper as a writer, musician or visual 
artist 

It is only available from www.lulu.com/content/531527 
  
See what you have to do when you publish yourself?  You 
have to come out and actually ask people to purchase your 
book. You have to be a little bit brassy and open. Because 
after learning to produce a book, you have to (gasp!) learn 
to market and sell it. Oh my goodness. That’s my next step. 
Here goes! 

Excerpt from April’s Unfold Your Brain  

Discussion: Honing Your Speaking Skills  

I’m not a spectacular small talker or schmoozer, but with 
the help of a large audience, I become someone else, or 
perhaps the best of myself. Not every talk can be a smash 
success but it can be great if you are prepared. Once in a 
while, it’s obvious that an audience is not receptive. You 
just have to speak knowing that one person, one child in 
that room may need to hear what you have to say that day, 
that hour. You never know what it is that will create a 
“click” moment in someone that will affect their life.  You 
can only give the best you have and hope it goes to the 
right place. 

Almost any group of people is open in some way to change, 
to possibility. With kids and teens, I find they just really 
want to hear from someone who is passionate about 

mailto:turtle44@sbcglobal.net
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something. The topic doesn’t matter so much.  They just 
want to meet someone who is joyful to be alive. They, after 
all, are beginning a journey.  

Imagine walking down a trail. People who have already 
taken the trail are walking back. What do you want to hear 
from those people? If they say the walk is boring and 
depressing, you don’t want to go. If they say it’s hard, you 
hesitate. If they over-advertise and say it’s all lovely and 
easy, then when you take the walk, it can’t possibly meet 
your expectations. But if you truly speak of its challenges 
and also of the great, surging joys to be found, then the 
walkers will go down that road with both preparation and 
passion. All we can do is speak of what we know from our 
experience on the road 
we have travelled in our lives. 

Tips for Speaking to Groups of Children  

• Do not underestimate your audience. Be honest and 
direct whenever possible. Never ever be fake with kids. 
They can see through that in about two seconds. Try to 
avoid preaching at them or talking down to them. If 
something is not clear, they can ask questions. 
• Whenever you are speaking to an audience of third- to 
12th-graders, give them a chance to ask a few questions 
even before you begin your talk. What they want most is to 
know that you see them, hear them and honor their 
presence. They learn best when they are asking to learn, 
when it seems like partly their idea. Questions can give you 
a clue about what is on their minds. Remember you have 
an advantage over television. You are real, you are there 
and you can respond directly and personally to them. 
• If you speak to kindergartners or younger children, be 
aware that they may not know how to ask questions. Thank 
them for their stories, even the one about the ostrich that 
bit their dad. 
• Whenever someone asks a question, honor them for 
taking the time to speak up and take the risk. Thank them 
for the question or, if you feel it was a particularly good 
question, say so, and in what way. Compliment them on 
good questions; many questioners just want to be 
recognized. What they say in that question in a public 
forum may hang in their minds for days and weeks. How 
you respond to what they did will impact them as well. In a 
moment, you can make a child’s or adult’s whole day. 
• If you call on someone and they forget their question, 
give them a moment to think. Often girls take longer than 
boys to formulate a question and voice it loudly. But then, 
if it’s clear they can’t remember it, make them feel better 
with a quick, 
friendly comment, then move rapidly to the next person so 
the crowd’s attention is off the person who forgot the 
question or answer. I always say that one of the reasons I 
am a writer is that I don’t have a great short-term memory, 
so I have to write things down. (It’s true.) Or I might smile 

and say warmly, “That happens to me all the time!” It’s 
true. Or I might say, “If you remember, please raise your 
hand again.” Make it clear that forgetting a question is just 
one of those silly human tricks that happens to all of us. 
We all move on! 
• Be sure to call on girls as often as boys. If no girls 
volunteer, then challenge the girls of the group to speak 
up. That usually stirs up some hands. 

Excerpt from Sayre’s Unfold Your Brain 

Activity: Explore Structural Color 
Blue morpho butterflies and hummingbird’s throats have 
something in common: structural color. The color is made 
not by pigments but by stacked cells that bounce light to 
create color.  How structural colors appear depends on 
where you are in relation to them.  A hummingbird’s throat 
can look dark when the sun hits it from one direction. 
When the bird turns its head toward you, suddenly its 
throat appears ruby red or startling pink. Male 
hummingbirds consciously orient 
themselves to show the brightest view. 

Explore structural color in your environment as an 
inspiration for your painting, collage or sculpture. Choose 
one of the following destinations and embark on a sensory 
field trip to drink up colors and store them in your mind: 
1) A car show or car lot. Observe the chromes and colors 
and how they shift and change aspect with angles of 
sunlight and shapes of bumpers, bulges and wheels. 
2) A rocky shore. Spend a day looking at rocks and how 
their appearance changes in and out of water. 
3) An aquarium or market. See the way fish scales bounce 
the light. 
4) A bead store. Run your fingers through the shifting, 
glorious gobs of beads! 
5) A fabric store. Caress and bump into fabric. Lift and 
look at bric-a-brac by the spool. Seek out sequins and 
shiny, slippery fabrics that change light with angle of view. 
Let these explorations open avenues for your artistic eye. 
Excerpt from Sayre’s Unfold Your Brain 
 
SELF-PUBLISHING: THE FOLLOW UP 

Are you having thoughts that you might just rebel, go wild 
and publish a book yourself? There was a time when self-
publishing was looked down upon.  It still has somewhat of 
a bad rap today. But that is changing.  Print-on-demand 
technology has made self-publishing easier and more 
affordable. Even authors who have some books with 
traditional publishers may choose to publish select titles 
through self-publishing. 

What has changed in the world of self publishing?  

http://www.intelligentlight.com/PrairieWind/www.lulu.com/content/531527
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The upfront investment by the author has dropped from 
$4,000 - $10,000 to a reasonable $20 or so. 

How is this price drop possible? 

It used to be much harder to create a professional looking 
book. Printing companies were not geared to produce one 
copy or a few hundred copies of a book. Just setting up the 
presses took a tremendous amount of time. 

Now, we live in a world of digital print on demand. You ask 
for the book, they print the book. . . as many or as few as 
you like. Regular presses use huge metal plates to print on 
paper. Once these metal plates were made, it was 
expensive to make any changes. Print on demand presses 
are like glorified laser printers.  When an order comes in, 
the printer can print however many books are needed.  So 
you don’t need to buy 4,000 copies of your books. They 
can be printed when people order them. 

 What are the limitations of print on demand? 

Currently, books are available in only a few formats and 
trim sizes. So unusually shaped books are out. It may be 
more difficult to accommodate picture books whose 
pictures reach all the way to the edges of the paper.  This 
will likely change over time. So it’s worth checking to see if 
new formats are being offered. 

Color printing is still quite expensive. This makes some 
picture books hard to do in this kind of format. Some 
artists and designers may not be satisfied with the ink 
colors or paper textures available in print on demand. 
Children’s picture books are some of the most lavishly, 
beautifully produced art books in the world. They may 
make use of special metallic inks or cut paper features that 
add cost to the production. 

Printing one book at a time is more expensive than 
printing thousands.  So traditional publishers, who 
negotiate directly with printers and order tens of 
thousands of copies can still get a better deal, per book, 
than those who use print on demand. (But if you are 
making all the money off the book and not giving that 
money to a publisher, these extra costs may be a wash.) 

On a per book cost, you’re better off doing many copies at a 
time. Print on demand companies such as lulu.com and 
cafepress.com give discounts for large orders. But this 
means risking more of your money up front. It’s also better 
to check with additional printers who are accustomed to 
on-press, large printings. 

South Bend, Indiana, writer April Pulley Sayre has even 
more books coming out this year with traditional houses: 

Hush, Little Puppy (Holt, April), Vulture View (Holt, 
October) and Bird, Bird, Bird: a Chirping Chant 
(NorthWord Press, October). Visit 
www.aprilsayre.com to find out more about her. 

What Are You Reading? 

By Kim Winters 

Looking for more books to add to your to-read list? Prairie 
Wind correspondent Kim Winters interviewed people 
involved in the world of children’s literature about what 
they are reading and why. Here’s what she learned: 

Cynthia Leitich Smith is a children’s book author. Her 
current re-read is Marley’s Ghost by David Levithan, 
illustrated by Brian Selznick (Dial). 

What Cynthia says about the book: I’m charmed by 
this contemporary Valentine’s Day retelling of Dicken’s A 
Christmas Carol, both for its reinvention and boundless 
optimism. I first read it on a plane earlier this summer, 
and now I’m studying David’s character development and 
world building. 

Next up: Such a Pretty Face: Short Stories about Beauty, 
edited by Ann Angel (Amulet). I’m fascinated by how we 
see the concept of beauty, each other and ourselves, and 
I’m a huge fan of such featured authors as Lauren Myracle, 
Louise Hawes, Jacqueline Woodson, Norma Fox Mazer, 
Tim Wynne-Jones, Ron Koertge and Ellen Wittlinger. I 
also heard several of the contributors, along with 
additional new voices, read on a panel at Vermont College 
of the Fine Arts this summer and can’t wait to read more. 

About Cynthia Leitich Smith: Cynthia is the author of 
several books for young readers. Her latest titles are a 
picture book, Santa Knows, co-authored by Greg Leitich 
Smith, illustrated by Steve Bjorkman (Dutton) and a young 
adult Gothic fantasy novel, Tantalize (Candlewick). She 
offers a well-known website, which features substantial 
youth literature resources, including several pages for 
writers and an accompanying blog. 

Lauralyn Persson is the head of youth services at 
Wilmette Public Library. Lauralyn’s current read: Kit’s 
Wilderness by David Almond.  

What Lauralynn says about the book: I enjoyed 
Skellig when I read it a few years ago and wanted to read 
another one of Almond’s books. It’s a great length for an 
audiobook – four CDs, which is one reason I tend to read 
adult books and listen to children’s or YA books. I love his 
writing style – at one point, a character was “lounging 

http://www.aprilsayre.com/
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bitterly” outside a classroom. Great phrase! 
  
Next up: Fellow Travelers by Thomas Mallon (an adult 
book, historical fiction set during the Red Scare of the 
1950s). I’ve read a few other books by him and especially 
loved Henry and Clara, which was based on the tragic 
lives of the couple who sat with the Lincolns at Ford 
Theater the night he was shot. 
  
About Lauralynn Persson: She’s been the head of 
youth services at the Wilmette Public Library since 1986 
and reviews picture books, poetry and novels for School 
Library Journal. 

Sheila Keeley works with the Chicago Public Schools in 
the Office of Academic Enhancement. Her current read: 
Water for Elephants by Sara Gruen.   

What Sheila says about the book: It has been on the 
best-seller list forever, it seems.  Also, so far, a large 
portion is about the Chicago area. I love the animal-
consciousness, the setting during the Depression and some 
of the terminology and insight into traveling carnivals. 
Especially endearing are the flashes to life in nursing 
homes and the aging process. 

Next up: Everleigh Sisters, also about Chicago in the 
1920s. I think I am into the Chicago theme. 

Mary Harris Russell is a Children’s Book Reviewer for the 
Chicago Tribune. 

Says Mary: My most recent read is Joan Didion’s The 
Year of Magical Thinking, a book which I loved, but which 
I cannot seem to convince anyone else to read. Folks know 
the plot summary: her husband drops dead, her daughter 
is stricken with a sudden and terrible (and eventually fatal) 
infection, life is hard. Who wants to sign on for more grief? 
The writing is so brilliantly clear in taking a look at the way 
daily life is in the face of the unexpected. This book is not 
about wallowing in terrible events; it’s about the way that 
seeing them clearly, which doesn’t come easily, helps us get 
to the other side of the life-changing events. In my own 
extended family, a brain tumor suddenly appeared in the 
last few months, and perhaps that suddenness made me 
open to Didion’s narrative. But mostly I think it’s the 
beautiful, enviably precise writing that took me in.  
  
Children’s books that recently kept me riveted: Yes, 
of course, the boy wizard, which I devoured in less than a 
day with pleasure but with an almost headache from SO 
much bifocal focusing! (Better to read at that rate in the 
years before bifocals…) 
  
Other recent pleasures: Stephenie Meyer’s Eclipse so 
wittily has fun with the conventions of both 

vampire/werewolf gothic thrillers AND YA novels. The 
Aurora County All-Stars, by Deborah Wiles, bittersweet, 
hilarious and moving about Walt Whitman, baseball, death 
and small-town life. Gregory Maguire’s What-the-Dickens 
had me roaring. Who else could write a sequence with a 
grumpy old lady, a novice tooth fairy and Marquez’s One 
Hundred Years of Solitude?    
  
I’m re-reading Thoreau’s Walden in the evenings and 
realizing how much I didn’t “get” about it when I read it 
first more than 40 years ago. One of the delights in being 
retired from teaching is that I have no pacing obligations. 
There’s no more “must get to page 250 by Thursday.” 
Small snippets can be savored or returned to again and 
again.  
  
Myself: I taught Children’s Literature classes for more 
than 35 years and have been reviewing children’s books for 
almost 20 years. I was the classic bookworm child, so it 
wouldn’t surprise my young playmates to learn that Mary 
is still sitting inside reading books. I write about children’s 
books for academic venues – about Susan Cooper, Philip 
Pullman, Aidan Chambers – but the intense experience of 
plunging into books is still at the heart of it all. Having 
retired from academe in May, there’s more time for bicycle 
riding and grandmothering as well.  
  
Kim Winters is a contributing editor for Edge of the 
Forest children’s literature monthly, author of Kat’s Eye 
Journal, an inspirational blog for writers, essayist for 
Special Gifts: Women Writers on the Happiness, the 
Heartache and the Hope of Raising a Special Needs Child 
(Wyatt-MacKenzie, June 2007) and public relations co-
chair for SCBWI-Illinois. Kim is always looking for 
another great book to add to her to-read list. Please e-
mail her at kwinters16@sbcglobal.net with any and all 
recommendations.  

Life in an MFA Program or What 
Happens in Vermont No Longer Stays 
in Vermont 

By Carol Brendler 

I’m a third-semester student in the Master of Fine Arts in 
Writing for Children and Young Adults program at the 
Vermont College of Fine Arts. Although the school is in 
Montpelier, students work from home for the better part of 
the two-year program, attending 11-day intensive 
residencies on campus twice a year. The following is my 
journal from the residency this past July, a taste of what a 
typical “rez” is like. 

Sunday, July 15th, 2007 
I arrive for my third-semester residency! My luggage does 
not. But what with reconnecting with my classmates and 
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meeting new students, I don’t mind. My suitcase appears 
way before our first lecturer speaks, visiting writer Susan 
Cooper. Yeah, that Susan Cooper. 

Monday, July 16th 
We begin our mornings with breakfast in the cafeteria, 
where students from the New England Culinary Institute 
prepare meals for us. It’s an adventure, the cafeteria is; the 
NECI students experiment with all kinds of, well, 
interesting dishes. The cookies they bake, however, are 
unsurpassed. Faculty lectures are scheduled for today, and 
our own Sharon Darrow reads from her work in the 
evening. I look forward to the first of the residency’s six 
“workshops” or group critiquing sessions, which starts this 
afternoon. With two faculty members leading small groups 
of talented Vermont College students, discussions of each 
piece are enormously insightful. I like workshop time 
almost as much as a NECI cookie. 

Tuesday, July 17th 
We’re treated to more great lectures today, including the 
first of the lectures the graduating class must give to fulfill 
the requirements for the degree. At night, we meet in the 
dorm’s lounge for socializing. It’s amazing where 
everybody’s from: England, France, Indonesia, even Iowa. 
Some of the students are fresh out of undergraduate 
programs, but most of us are . . . more mature. Some are 
published, some not, but we all have the same desire: to 
create good stories for kids. What could be better? Yes, I 
did say dorm, by the way. Most of us stay on campus 
during the residency, near the cookies. 

Wednesday, July 18th 
We begin interviewing advisers to decide whom we wish to 
work with for the coming semester. As a third-semester, I 
need to select at least three possible advisers, so I visit each 
faculty meeting place with that in mind. I’m putting down 
Tim Wynne-Jones for one, because I think he would be the 
perfect adviser for what I’m working on: my critical thesis 
and a middle-grade novel. Since Tim’s taking next 
semester off, it’s my last chance to work with him before 
graduating. I’m crossing my fingers. But any of my three 
choices will be great, and I look forward to Friday morning 
when the adviser assignments will be posted. 

Thursday, July 19th 
Teresa Owens Smith from Glenview (yay, Illinois!) gives 
her lecture today on crafting emotions in our work. Teresa 
is a trained psychologist, which lends a unique perspective 
to her topic. I take scads of notes and can’t wait to use 
some of her ideas in my writing. I sit in on student poetry 
readings in the evening, and it strikes me again just how 
much talent is gathered here in Montpelier. I am so lucky 
to be part of it. 

Friday, July 20th 
The adviser assignments are posted. I get Tim for this 
semester! I’ll be meeting with him soon to talk about what 
I want to work on this semester and what his expectations 
will be. Vermont College hosts visitors tonight for a special 
reading: Norma Fox Mazer and Ellen Wittlinger. Wow, 
what a day! And what a night: A bunch of us walk down the 
hill to one of the independent bookstores at midnight to 
mingle with other Muggles and pick up our Harry Potter 
books. Will we get any sleep tonight? 

Saturday, July 21st 
Harry accompanies me everywhere today. I’m hoping I can 
fit in some reading between lectures. But we’re awfully 
busy; it’s the Vermont College program’s 10th anniversary 
celebration! Speaking and reading are children’s literature 
expert Anita Silvey, National Book Award winner and 
former Vermont College faculty member M.T. Anderson, 
author and editor David Levithan, and National Book 
Award runner-up and former Vermont College student 
Martine Leavitt. This is the sort of day that makes being 
part of this program so amazing. 

Sunday, July 22nd 
We have more lectures and readings scheduled today, 
including a faculty panel on “process” featuring Cynthia 
Leitich Smith and Tim Wynne-Jones. We have our second-
to-last workshop, and I realize I’ve learned scads from the 
faculty and fellow students in just these few days. Winners 
of scholarship awards read from their work at night, and 
then we head down the hill to Ben & Jerry’s to celebrate 
with some locally made ice cream. 

Monday, July 23rd 
Still more lectures and readings today, but we’re not as 
fresh as we were a week ago. Realizing this, Sharon Darrow 
gives us a hands-on workshop format instead of a lecture. 
We do some visualization and writing exercises that give 
me an understanding of how Sharon writes so poetically. 
Truly an “ah-ha!” experience. Tonight is pizza with my 
class and discussion of a book we all read before the “rez.” 

Tuesday, July 24th 
Last day. I don’t want to go home, yet at the same time I’m 
homesick. Teresa and her class shine onstage during the 
graduation ceremony. A bagpipes-and-ukulele combo 
plays the graduates onto the stage, where they receive their 
Master’s hoods and diplomas. Families and fellow students 
cheer from the seats. These grads are not the same writers 
as they were when they first arrived in Montpelier two 
years ago. I know this because in just one year in this 
program, my own writing has completely transformed. 
Later, as I cram all my dirty clothes into my suitcase and 
nibble on my final NECI cookie, I can only imagine what 
the next year holds for me. 
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Carol Brendler lives in Mokena. Want to learn more 
about the MFAWC-YA program at Vermont College of 
Fine Art? E-mail Carol at cbrendler@gmail.com. Also, 
check out this article about Vermont College written 
by her classmate Erik Talkin: 
www.inkbyte.com/c_Erik_Talkin/060928-MFA/ 

 

Horoscopes  

Nuggets  from Nunki:  Horoscopes for  
Children’s  Book Writers  and I l lustrators  

By Nunki Pelagus 
Horoscopes for Sept. 1 - Oct. 31, 2007 

RETROGRADE* ALERT for this two-month period: 
Mercury (planet of the mind and communication; ruler of 
writers, editors, publishers, manuscripts, post offices and 
artists’ supplies) is retrograde* Oct. 11-Nov. 2. During that 
time, it will behoove us all to be extra aware of what and 
how we communicate and how we interpret 
communication from others. 

ARIES, The Ram (March 21-April 19) 
Rams, you’ll want to take advantage of all the positive 
energy available to you the first three weeks in September! 
The planets are aligned to offer you extra vitality, self-
confidence and drive. You not only know what you want, 
you know how to get it. For both writers and illustrators, 
September is definitely a bonanza month. As for October, 
energy continues to run high, but you may be in danger of 
following your ego blindly, provoking disputes. Rein it in 
just a bit, and you should be OK. 

TAURUS, The Bull (April 20-May 20) 
The Sun entered Virgo on Aug. 24 and will remain there 
until Sept. 23, forming a very positive aspect with your 
natal Sun in Taurus. Bully for you! You’ll get another nice 
nod from the planets after Oct. 9, when Venus (your sign 
ruler) forms a beneficial aspect with your Sun. However, if 
you’re not careful, you may find yourself goofing off too 
much Sept. 2-Oct. 8. Writers, that first week of September 
has your name on it. Illustrators, the period from Oct. 9 till 
the end of that month looks particularly promising for you. 

GEMINI, The Twins (May 21-June 20) 
It goes without saying (but I’ll say it anyway) that Geminis 
(ruled by Mercury) need to be especially circumspect 
during the Mercury retrograde. You’ll have good planetary 
support while the Sun is in Libra, Sept. 24-Oct. 23, and 
also Sept. 6-27, when Mercury is in Libra. Use your 
improved mental sharpness to evaluate projects and 

eliminate those that aren’t worth continuing. Writers, Sept. 
6-27 bodes particularly well for you. Illustrators, I like your 
odds Sept. 2-Oct. 8. 

CANCER, The Crab (June 21-July 22) 
Ah, my little Moon children, the planets are preparing 
special moments for you Sept. 2-3, Sept. 29-30, and Oct. 
27-28. That’s when the Moon, exalted in Taurus, will make 
nice with your Cancer Sun. Opportunities are likely to arise 
from unexpected corners. You will benefit from being out 
in the world, in contact with others. Writers get additional 
support Sept. 1-5 and Sept. 28-Oct. 24. Illustrators, you’ve 
really got it goin’ on the last three weeks in October. 

LEO, The Lion (July 23-August 23) 
Lovely Venus, the lesser benefic, graces Leo Sept. 2-Oct. 8, 
a benefit to all Leos but to illustrators in particular. 
Bracketing that timeframe (Sept. 24-Oct. 23) the Sun in 
Libra also acts as a benefactor to all Leos. Mind how you 
tread Sept. 28-Oct. 24, when Mercury in Scorpio (turning 
retrograde Oct. 11) squares off against your Sun. Then the 
Sun moves into Scorpio Oct. 24, bringing the potential for 
a challenge or crisis. Leo writers get a boost from 
Mercury’s placement in Libra Sept. 6-27 and again Oct. 25-
Nov. 11. 

VIRGO, The Virgin (August 23-September 22) 
Beware the Mercury retrograde! OK, moving right along, 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY to Virgos born Sept. 1-22. It’s time to 
assert yourself anew! Celebrate how far you’ve come and 
be alert for new possibilities. Writers get extra reasons to 
celebrate Sept. 1-5 and Sept. 28-Oct. 24. Illustrators, 
expect good tidings Oct. 9-Nov. 8. Virgo birthdays of 
interest: Joan Aiken (9/4/24); Charles Keeping (9/22/24); 
Gail Carson Levine (9/17/47); H.A. Rey (9/16/1898). 

LIBRA, The Scales (September 23-October 22) 
Step right up, Libra! You can use those scales to decide 
which piece of birthday cake you want. This is the time of 
year when you can expect a new impulse from the energy 
center within you, and your projects are most likely to bear 
the stamp of individuality. Writers, Sept. 6-27 is looking 
especially good for you. Illustrators get an extra piece of 
cake Sept. 2-Oct. 8. Libra birthdays of interest: Geof 
Darrow (10/21/55); Edward R. Emberley (10/19/31); Lois 
Lenski (10/14/1893); Shel Silverstein (9/25/32). 

SCORPIO, The Scorpion (October 23-November 21) 
Happy Birthday to Scorpions born Oct. 23-31. This is your 
opportunity to let the world know who you are (with all 
modesty, of course). The first three weeks of September 
favor working with others. Mars enters Cancer at the end 
of September, forming a beneficial aspect with your Sun 
and delivering vigor, self-confidence and enthusiasm. 
Writers get even more bang for their buck Sept. 28-Oct. 
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24. Illustrators are especially likely to flourish Oct. 9-Nov. 
8. 

SAGITTARIUS, The Archer (November 22-December 
21) 
We centaurs need to make hay while the sun shines – er, 
while Jupiter is still in Sagittarius, which will be until Dec. 
19. During the first three weeks of September a challenge 
or crisis may arise as some aspect of life struggles to get 
out into the light. Integrating our energies with others will 
be beneficial Sept. 24-Oct. 23. Writers get quite a lot of 
help from Mercury during its stay in Libra before it turns 
retrograde (Sept. 6-27). Venus gives Sagittarius illustrators 
a big hug and kiss sometime between Sept. 2-Oct. 8. 

CAPRICORN, The Goat (December 22-January 19) 
Saturn (ruler of Capricorn) moves into Virgo on Sept. 3, 
where it will remain until the year 2010. Naturally there 
are pros and cons to this, but for you Capricorns, Saturn in 
Virgo can signal an opportunity to expand your range of 
experience while establishing yourself in your field. The 
Sun may get your goat while it’s in Libra (Sept. 24-Oct. 23) 
by testing the validity of what you’re doing. Capricorn 
writers get the most planetary support Sept. 1-5 and Sept. 
28-Oct. 24. Illustrators get a boost Oct. 9-Nov. 8. 

AQUARIUS, The Water-Carrier (January 20-February 
18) 
You Aquarians tend to benefit from the placement of the 
Sun in Libra (Sept. 24-Oct. 23), which typically offers you a 
chance to be yourself with few obstacles. It’s a good time to 
prepare for the future as well. The last week in October 
could be challenging. Aquarian writers are most likely to 
feel the magic Sept. 6-27 and Oct. 25-Nov. 11. Illustrators 
need to take advantage of that Sun-in-Libra bonus as much 
as possible, given that Venus will oppose your natal Sun 
Sept. 2-Oct. 8. 

PISCES, The Fish (February 19-March 20) 
Jupiter in Sagittarius continues to test your self-restraint. 
Growth and expanded opportunities are possible, but so is 
ego inflation. The trick is knowing when to put on the 
brakes. Something major may come to culmination Sept. 1-
23. This could be good or bad, depending on how well you 
have prepared. The most auspicious time for Pisces writers 
looks to be Sept. 28-Oct. 11. For illustrators, Oct. 9-Nov. 8 
could be lots of fun in many ways, but lack of self-
discipline could be a problem. 

* Retrograde motion: An apparent backward motion of 
a planet among the stars resulting from the observation of 
the planet from the planet Earth, which is also revolving 
about the sun at a different velocity. When a planet is 
retrograde, its energies are blocked, inhibited or 
contradictory. 

Nunki Pelagus (probably not her real name) is a 
Sagittarius with Moon in Taurus and Virgo rising. A 
member of SCBWI, she has been a professional astrologer 
for 10 years and a writer for way longer than that. If you 
would like to contact Nunki, she can be reached at 
nunki@inorbit.com. 

mailto:nunki@inorbit.com
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